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A B S T R A C T 
In this dissertation, a theoretical model is presented for the bind-
ing of flexible ligands to proteins. The model explicitly accounts for 
the ability of these chain-like molecules to bind in a large number of 
configurations (including many in which not all segments are in con-
tact with the protein) and therefore is quite different from the theory 
of multiple equilibria which commonly is used to analyze such interac-
tions. The latter assumes that the ligands bind rigidly to point binding 
sites, neglecting the internal degrees of freedom of the bound molecules. 
Comparisons of binding data calculated using the present model with 
those obtained experimentally indicate that this model, rather than the 
theory of multiple equilibria, is the appropriate theoretical model for 
the interactions between flexible ligands and proteins (e.g. the nonspe-
cific binding of substituted alkanes to proteins). 
Formally, the model is similar to the statistical-mechanical 
theories of polymer adsorption at a surface, since the protein surface 
is represented by a lattice, each site of which binds a single ligand 
segment. However, the lattice chosen has several features which 
make it especially suitable for the treatment of protein-ligand inter-
actions. For example, the lattice has been folded over a closed sur-
face by introducing a small number of irregularities in the lattice 
pattern, and chemically different sites (e.g. sites with ionic, polar, 
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and nonpolar character) in various arrangements may be included. 
The binding sites may cover the entire protein surface or only a small 
part of it. The number of configurations of the bound ligands is deter-
mined by counting the possible arrangements on the lattice, regarding 
the placement of each ligand on the lattice as a Markov process. For 
chemically homogeneous binding surfaces, an alternative form of the 
model is possible which does not utilize a lattice for the enumeration 
of ligand configurations. 
The model allows a calculation of parameters which characterize 
the average configuration of each bound ligand as well as the equilib-
rium properties of protein-ligand systems, such as the relationship 
between the free ligand concentration and the average number of ligands 
bound per protein molecule (which may be compared to an experimental 
binding isotherm). Furthermore, the dependence of these quantities on 
the specific characteristics of the ligand and the protein surface may be 
determined. Among the most important of these results is that flexible 
ligands bind in configurations with a larger number of desorbed segments 
as the lattice sites on the protein become saturated. This variation in 
the average configuration of the bound ligands produces a change in the 
intrinsic affinity of the protein for the ligand, so that the Scatchard and 
double-reciprocal plots of binding data never can be expected to be 
linear for flexible molecules, even when all of the binding sites are 
chemically identical. For chemically homogeneous systems, the theory 
of multiple equilibria predicts linearity for such plots since it assumes 
vi 
an equal intrinsic affinity of the protein for all ligands, an assumption 
which is not applicable to flexible molecules. The model predicts bind-
ing data quite similar to those observed experimentally. In fact, it is 
found that only the present model which accounts for the flexibility of 
the bound ligands can explain the experimental observation that the 
strength of binding increases with the chain length of the ligand. Fur-
thermore, the model allows certain correlations to be made between 
the chemical nature of the binding region and the general features of 
experimental binding data. In particular, the binding data for several 
substituted alkanes (long-chain anions) indicate that the binding region 
must include a large number of nonpolar sites (which interact with the 
hydrocarbon segments of the ligand) as well as ionic sites (which inter-
act with the ionic head group). Finally, the model may be used to illus-
trate the limited nature of the conclusions which may be drawn from 
class analyses of binding data according to the theory of multiple equilib-
ria. 
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C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
Complexes between proteins and small molecules, or ligands , are 
important in many biological systems. Perhaps the most familiar exam-
ples are the highly specific complexes formed between enzymes and their 
substrates. In addition, many proteins form complexes of a somewhat 
less specific nature with a variety of small molecules, including the 
alkanes and their substituted derivatives. In this dissertation, a theo-
retical model for the interaction of these chain-like molecules with pro-
teins will be presented. It will be seen that the model predicts binding 
data which are quite similar to those observed experimentally, and 
more importantly, accounts for several general features of binding data 
which could not be explained previously or which were interpreted incor-
rectly. 
Protein-ligand interactions commonly have been analyzed using the 
standard formulae governing multiple equilibria (Klotz, 1953), in which 
the bound ligands are grouped into classes according to the strength 
with which they are bound. Th the simplest possible case, all of the 
ligands bind independently and with equal intrinsic binding constants. 
If a maximum of M ligands is bound, each with an intrinsic association 
constant k. , then the average number of ligands bound per protein 
molecule, N , bears a simple relationship to the free ligand concentra-
tion, c (Klotz, 1953) 
Mk. c 
N = — IL1) 
1 + k. c 
int 
Furthermore, the equilibrium constants for the binding of successive 
ligands differ only by a statistical factor which accounts for the differ-
ent ways of placing the ligands on the protein 
N N mt v ' 
where k is the equilibrium constant for the binding of the Nth ligand. 
According to equation I. 1, the binding isotherms, expressed as N 
vs. log c , will have a symmetrical, sigmoidal shape for single-class 
binding. The binding equation may be written in two alternative forms 
. — = k. M - k. LN (1.3) 
c int mt 
A = -i_+i (t.4) 
N Mk. c M 
mt 
Thus, plots of N/c vs. N and 1/N vs. l/c (the so-called Scatchard and 
double-reciprocal plots, respectively) will be linear when all ligands 
bind as one class. Examples of single-class binding data are illustrated 
in Figure 1. 
In experimental studies of protein-ligand interactions, symmetrical 
binding isotherms (and linear Scatchard and double-reciprocal plots) 
rarely are obtained (e.g. Figure 32). Such behavior most commonly is 
explained by assuming that the bound ligands belong to several classes 
3 
XIO 
Figure 1. Graphical presentation of single-class binding data. Top: binding 
isotherm; center: Scatchard plot; bottom: double-reciprocal plot. All curves 
were generated for a hypothetical protein with ten binding sites (M=10), each 
5 5 -
with an intrinsic association constant of 5x 10 (k. =5x 10 ). N is the aver-
int ' 
age number of ligands bound per protein molecule and c is the concentration 
of unbound ligand. M and k. may be determined from the x- and y— inter-
mt ' 
cepts of the Scatchard plot, or from the y-intercept and the slope of the 
double-reciprocal plot. 
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(Scatchard etal., 1950) 
nc M.k.(i)c 
N = S, l '* (1-5) 
1=1 i+k.(iU 
int 
where n is the number of classes. 
There are two important reasons, however, why the theory of 
multiple equilibria is not suitable to describe the interactions of flexi-
ble, chain-like molecules with proteins. First of all, the binding site 
in the theory of multiple equilibria is defined as a point to which a ligand 
binds in an all-or-none manner. Although this may accurately represent 
the binding of metallic ions and other rigid, monofunctional ligands, a 
chain-like molecule is composed of many functional units and, because 
of its flexibility, not all units have to be in contact with the protein simul-
taneously. Thus, for flexible molecules it is more realistic to define a 
binding site as an area on the protein which serves as a point of attach-
ment for a single functional group, or segment, of the ligand in question. 
Secondly, in the theory of multiple equilibria the internal degrees of 
freedom of the bound ligands are ignored, so that all ligands in a given 
class are assumed to bind in the same configuration. Again, this is a 
reasonable assumption for the metallic ions and other rigid ligands which 
can bind in only one configuration (Figure 2a), but for flexible molecules 
it implies that all ligands belonging to a given class are bound in an 
identical, rigid configuration. Actually, such chain-like molecules can 
assume a large number of configurations when bound (Figure 2b), includ-






Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the binding of rigid and flexible ligands 
to a protein, a) Small ions and other rigid ligands (L) bind to a protein (P) 
with no changes in configuration, b) Flexible ligands may assume a large num-
ber of configurations both in solution and in the bound state. 
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figurations with desorbed loops and free ends). Therefore, a new 
model for multiple equilibria is necessary if the binding of flexible 
ligands is to be considered. The model developed in this dissertation 
fulfills this need, since it specifically accounts for the flexibility of 
the bound ligands. Although the model has certain formal similari-
ties to the statistical-mechanical theories of flexible polymer adsorp-
tion at a surface, several features have been included which make the 




DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
Limitations of Earlier Models 
Several statistical-mechanical models of polymer adsorption at a 
surface have been constructed (Siiberberg, 1962; Roe, 1965a, 1965b. 
Further references are included in these papers. ). In these theories, 
the central problem is to enumerate all possible configurations that a 
flexible polymer might assume in the vicinity of a surface when at least 
one of its segments is adsorbed to the surface. The enumeration of 
configurations usually is accomplished with the aid of a lattice model. 
Neglecting the self-excluded volume of the polymer, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between random walk paths on the lattice and poly-
mer chain configurations. 
However, the currently available models for polymer adsorption 
cannot be applied to the description of protein-ligand interactions since 
each suffers from one or more of the following limitations. First of all, 
infinite, planar surface lattices are utilized. The surface of a protein 
is neither infinite nor flat, as most proteins have a fairly compact shape. 
Secondly, the surface sites commonly are regarded as equivalent in their 
ability to adsorb polymer segments, and the polymer chain is said to be 
composed of identical segments. In contrast, a protein surface has 
many different types of binding sites (due to the chemical diversity of its 
8 
constituent amino acids), and many flexible ligands contain segments 
which differ chemically (e.g. the substituted alkanes). A third limi-
tation of most lattice treatments is that they are formulated only for 
the limiting case of infinite or very long chains, while most ligands 
employed in protein binding studies are relatively short (fewer than 
20 carbon atoms for the alkanes and their derivatives). Finally, most 
models emphasize the properties of a single polymer chain at a sur-
face, and the binding of additional molecules, if treated at all, is 
assumed to occur in the absence of competition for surface sites among 
adjacent molecules. Experimentally, protein-ligand interactions are 
studied over a range of concentrations, throughout much of which 
several ligands are bound to each protein. Due to the finite size of 
the protein surface, the independence of successively bound ligands 
cannot be assumed automatically. 
Choice of Model 
The placement of a finite, planar lattice upon a closed surface such 
as a cube or a sphere requires tlie introduction of a small number of 
irregularities in the lattice pattern. Variations in either the coordina-
tion number of certain sites or the spacing between sites, or both, are 
possible. As an example of an alteration in coordination number, a 
square lattice may be placed upon a cube by introducing tri-coordinated 
sites at the eight corners (Figure 3a). The placement of a square lattice 
on a globe to demarcate longitude and latitude provides an example in 
9 
Figure 3. The placement of planar lattices on closed surfaces, a) Asquare 
lattice may be placed upon a cube by introducing tri-coordinated sites at the 
eight corners, b) A square lattice may be placed upon a sphere by altering 
the spacing between adjacent lattice sites and changing the coordination num-
ber of the two polar sites. 
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which irregularities have been introduced in both the spacing between 
adjacent lattice sites and the coordination number of the (two polar) 
sites (Figure 3b). 
In choosing a lattice to represent a protein surface, irregularities 
in coordination number are to be preferred to large irregularities in 
the spacing between sites, since the bond lengths between adjacent 
segments of most flexible ligands are constant. Therefore, although 
a sphere is a fairly good model for globular proteins, the square 
lattice of Figure 3b is not suitable. A planar, triangular (hexa-coor-
dinated) lattice can be placed upon a sphere by introducing a small 
number of penta-coordinated sites at regular intervals as illustrated 
in Figure 4(Caspar and Klug, 1962), so that the lattice is character-
ized by two coordination numbers: zj=6 for the hexa-coordinated sites 
and z2=5 for the penta-coordinated sites. This lattice has been selected 
for the present model. 
The lattice of Figure 4 actually represents the outward projection 
of the sites on an icosahedron (Marks, I960), the regular polyhedron 
with 20 equilateral triangular faces and 12 vertices (Figure 5). If each 
face is subdivided into D2 equilateral triangles (producing a division of 
each edge into D segments), a lattice is formed which contains 10(D -1) 
hexa-coordinated sites and 12 penta-coordinated sites, the latter located 
at the vertices. To treat the case in which only a restricted area of the 
LThe choice of a triangular lattice is reasonable in terms of the geometry 
of the ligands to be considered (Chapter V). 
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Figure 4. The placement of a planar, triangular lattice on a sphere by 
introducing a small number of penta-coordinated sites at regular intervals 
(from Caspar and Klug, 1962). 
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Figure 5. An icosahedron, the regular polyhedron with 20 equilateral tri-
angular faces and 12 vertices (marked in white). Each triangular face of 
this icosahedron has been subdivided into four equilateral triangles (D2=4), 
thereby creating additional sites on the lattice (marked in black). The sites 
at the 12 vertices are penta-coordinated (z2 sites), while all other sites are 
hexa-coordinated (zj sites). 
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protein (i.e. a patch) is capable of binding ligands, a single triangular 
face of the icosahedron, or part of it, may be used (Figure 6). Such 
a single face can be placed on a surface of any shape and need not cover 
l/20th of the surface area, so that the model no longer is restricted to 
spherical proteins when just a patch of sites is used. 
In addition to their role in adjusting the triangular lattice to a 
spherical surface, the z2 sites serve as reference points on the surface. 
Within each triangular face, each z^ site may be classified according 
to its positional relationship to the z2 sites, providing a convenient 
labeling system which allows each type of chemical grouping found on 
a protein to be represented by a different class of sites. The actual 
classifications used will be described in Chapter III. 
The enumeration of ligand configurations requires that a.lattice 
describe the solution surrounding the protein surface as well as the 
surface itself, since configurations with loops and free ends are possi-
ble. The lattice in the immediate vicinity of the protein surface is 
constructed of concentric layers of lattice points with patterns iden-
tical to the pattern of sites on the surface. Therefore, the classifi-
cation established for the surface sites may be retained in each layer 
of sites in the surrounding solution. When a ligand segment is on a 
site in a given layer above the surface, it is assumed that the subse-
quent segment can be placed not only on one of the zi (or z2) adjacent 
The projection of more than one face also is possible if the faces are 
non-adjacent to each other and it is assumed that the ligands bind 
independently to each.';- ': S . 
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Figure 6. The projection of a single triangular face of an icosahedron onto 
a sphere, to give a patch of binding sites. 
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sites in that layer, but on any of the zx (or z2) sites in the layers above 
and below as well. Thus, the solution sites in the vicinity of the pro-
tein surface are characterized by coordination numbers 3zi and 3z2 „ 
A simplified, but somewhat more limited statistical-mechanical 
model for protein-ligand interactions which does not require a lattice 
for the enumeration of configurations also may be formulated. Appen-
dix A includes a brief discussion of this model and some of the results 
predicted by it. 
*The use of concentric layers of lattice points which retain the pattern 
of sites on the surface implies that the spacing between lattice points 
within a given layer will increase slightly as additional layers are 
added. Some objections might be raised, therefore, if long chains 
were considered, some of whose segments might extend many layers 
above the surface while other segments remained attached to the pro-
tein. However, as mentioned above, the ligands used in protein 
binding studies are short so that the approximations involved in the 





The theory is formulated using the grand canonical ensemble, in 
which the individual protein molecules, each with n0 surface lattice 
sites, are the constituent systems. The solution in which the protein 
molecules are immersed serves as a reservoir of both heat at tem-
perature T and ligands with chemical potential |J-. Thus, each system 
is characterized by the thermodynamic variables jJ.,n0, T . The solu-
tions considered are sufficiently dilute in protein molecules to allow 
the assumption of independence of systems. 
The grand canonical partition function, ^ (M-,n0,T) , has the form 
M HN/kT 
^(hn0,T) = N S Q ̂ (N,n0,T) e^'
KJ- (III. 1} 
where Qx(N,n0,T) is the canonical partition function for the system 
when N ligands, each with x segments, are bound. M is the maxi-
mum number of ligands which can bind to the protein and is defined by2 
M = [n0/x] (III. 2) 
xThe thermodynamic variable n0 is analogous to the volume of the system 
which is encountered most commonly as the extensive variable in appli-
cations which utilize the grand canonical ensemble. 
2Throughout this and all subsequent discussions, the square bracket nota-
tion will be used to denote the integral part of the enclosed expression. 
17 





 l'U (III. 3) 
with 
qx(0,n0,T) = 1 (HI. 4) 
where qx(i,n0,T) is the canonical partition function for the placement of 
the ith ligand on the protein surface. 
To compare the predictions of the present theory with experiment, 
the most important thermodynamic quantity which can be calculated 




^'n°'T) " gf».at.T) 
= kT^ (III.5) 
The equilibrium constant for the binding of the Nth ligand may be calcu-
lated from the terms of ^E>(^,n0,T) 
©x(N,n0,T) 
k = x 
N ebc(N-lfn0fT) q^u(v) 
= V ®*(N,n0,T) 
Ox(N-l,n0,T) q_ JV) 
x.u 
where q (V) is the partition function for the unbound ligand in a volume 
V of solution. 
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The Binding of a Single Ligand 
In this section, equations will be developed which enumerate the 
possible configurations of a single bound ligand, leading to an expres-
sion for q (l,no,T). Except for a correction eliminating immediate 
reversals, the self-excluded volume of the ligand will be neglected. 
A general method of correcting for excluded volume and some of the 
results of such a calculation are described in Appendix B. 
A given configuration of a bound ligand consists of a series of 
stretches of adsorbed segments separated by loops of desorbed seg-
ments. A state of adsorption of the ligand (Roe, 1965a), S , is defined 
by the set of parameters 
S = {d0 , Si , di , s2 , d2
 Si -1 ' di -1 ' Si ' d°' )" ( HI. 7 ) 
where s. and d- are the number of segments in the ith adsorbed stretch 
and desorbed loop, respectively, and t is the number of adsorbed 
stretches. The parameters d0 and d0' represent the number of seg-
ments in the free chain ends; if the segment at an end is in the adsorbed 
state, d0 and/or d0' is assigned the value zero. Since at least one seg-
ment of the ligand must be adsorbed, i has the range of values 
lgi< [(x+l)/2] (III.8) 
Th addition, the following restriction must hold 
4-1 
x = d0 + S 1(s p + dp) + s^ + do' (UL 9) 
Any state of adsorption is allowed provided that equations III. 8 and 
III. 9 are satisfied. It should be noted that many possible configura-
19 
tions are included in a single state of adsorption. Not only could a 
ligand with a given S be placed on different parts of the lattice, but 
different arrangements of its segments are possible once the first 
segment has been placed. 
qx(l,n0,T) is calculated by assigning a statistical weight, t(S) , to 
each state of adsorption 
qx(l,n0)T) = ^jfwfjtfS) (III. 10) 
where the summation over <{s} refers to all possible states of adsorp-
tion for a given i consistent with equation III. 9 . 
The Totally Adsorbed Ligand In order to write general expres-
sions for the weights t(S), a method for enumerating the configurations 
of a bound ligand must be developed. The counting procedure used may 
be illustrated most clearly through a discussion of the totally adsorbed 
ligand, for which i = l and 
S = fo.x.oJL (III. 11) 
To obtain an expression for t(0,x,0), the random walk of the ligand on 
the lattice is regarded as a Markov process, each step of which corres-
ponds to the placement of a ligand segment on a lattice site. The states 
of the Markov process are defined in terms of the classification of 
lattice sites presented below. Thus, the ith state of the Markov process 
is defined as the placement of a ligand segment on a class i site. The 
20 
relevant stochastic matrix is 
[wn wi2 W13 




^W Ci W C 2 W C 3 WCC 
(III. 12) 
whose elements w^- are transition coordination numbers , representing 
the number of ways in which a ligand segment can be placed on a class 
j site given that the preceding segment is on a class i site. If a given 
lattice has C classes of sites, the transition coordination numbers 
must satisfy the relations2 
j?iwij = Z l =6 
c 
2 , S w;; = Z2 = 5 
for i=2,3, . .. . C 
for i=l 
(III. 13) 
if the z2 sites are said to form class 1 . 
The number of ways of placing the first ligand segment on the 
lattice is given by a vector of initial configuration numbers 
a"> - (aP a W a « a£>) (III. 14) 
throughout this and all subsequent discussions, underlined upper case 
letters will be used to represent matrices, while underlined lower case 
letters will represent vectors. All vector products represent scalar 
products. 
2When binding to a patch of sites is considered, somewhat different 
relations will be necessary for values of i representing sites on the 
edge of the patch. 
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whose elements a| ' represent the number of class i sites available 
to the first segment of the ligand. In the vector 
a(n) = a(1)Wn-X (III.15) 
each element a. ' represents the number of ligand configurations 
which terminate with the nth segment on a class i site. Thus, the 
number of totally adsorbed configurations of a chain of x segments, 
v(x), is 
v(x) = a(x)e = a'1'/"*e (III. 16) 
where e is a column vector of dimension C, all of whose elements 
are unity. 
To determine the elements of a ' and W, the classification of 
sites must be specified. Superficially, it might appear that a satis-
factory classification could be obtained simply by grouping the sites 
according to their distance in lattice steps, r , from the nearest z2 
site. Although such a classification is perhaps the simplest one possi-
ble, rigorously it cannot provide the basis for defining the states of a 
Markov process. For example, of the sites at r=2 in Figure 7, the 
site labeled g has three neighbors at r=3, while the sites labeled h 
have only two neighbors at r=3. Thus, if all sites at r=2 were treated 
as one class, the value of W23 would have to be some sort of average of 
the values of three (for sites such as g) and two (for sites such as h). 
This averaging, or lumping process, is not allowed because it would 
22 
Figure 7. Detail of surface lattice in the vicinity of a z2 site. The lattice 
sites cannot be classified according to their distance in lattice steps, r , 
from the nearest z2 site. For example, the sites labeled g and h are located 
at r=2, but the g site has three neighbors at r=3, while the h sites have only 
two neighbors at r=3. 
23 
destroy the Markovian character of the ligand random walk.l There-
fore, the more refined classifications illustrated in Figure 8 must be 
used.2 Actually, the larger number of classes for a given lattice size 
is an advantage, increasing the number of ways in which different types 
of sites may be arranged. Furthermore, the classifications of Figure 
8 also are applicable to the single face analogues of the lattices, 
although some modifications in the elements of a and W are neces-
sary (Figure 9). 
The classifications chosen possess a high degree of regularity, 
since each face not only has a three-fold axis of symmetry about its 
center but appears 20 times in covering the surface as well. The lat-
ter source of regularity is eliminated when only a single patch of sites 
is used. Furthermore, it will be shown that the precise arrangement 
of different types of sites has little effect on the results and the conclu-
sions which can be drawn from them (Chapter V). 
t(0,x,0) may be calculated using the above enumeration procedure if 
each configuration is weighted with Boltzmann factors for the site-seg-
ment contacts formed. Thus, the elements a| ' and w^ must be multi-
plied by 
(n) = e - * j * ) / k T ( m l 7 ) 
J 
1 Under certain conditions, lumping of states in Markov processes is 
allowed (Kemeny and Snell; I960). 
Calculations performed using the lumped states, however, show that the 
resulting errors in v(x) appear only in the fourth significant figure for 
ligands as long as 30 segments and are considerably smaller for shorter 
ligands. 
24 
0 = 2 (n0=42) 
0=4 (n0
s!62) 
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Figure 8. Classification of lattice sites. The initial configuration vector, 
a , and stochastic matrix, W, for each lattice also are presented. D is the 
number of lattice steps between adjacent z2 sites and n0 is the total number 
of sites on the lattice. 
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D = 8 (n„=642) 
(12 60 60 60 60 120 30 120 60 60) 
r\ 
1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0102120 0 00 
02200200 00 
001002 1 2 00 
0011110 110 
0000200 4 00 
000011 1 1 11 
000002 0 2 02 
00000002 22 
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0 = 6 (nQ=28) 
(i)_ = ( 3 6 6 3 3 6 1 ) 
0 2 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 1 
0 2 2 0 0 
0 0 2 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 
. 0 0 0 0 0 







Figure 9. Single face of the lattice D=6. Although the classification of 
sites is the same as that for the corresponding lattice which covers a com-
plete surface (Figure 8), the initial configuration vector and stochastic 
matrix must be modified. A somewhat less angular patch may be obtained 
if the class 1 (corner) sites are omitted to give a patch with no=25, which 
requires the deletion of the first element of a ' and the first row and column 
of W. 
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where € )n' is the energy of interaction between the nth segment of the 
J 
ligand and a class j site. 1 For the case in which all segments of the 
ligand are identical and only one type of lattice site is included, the 
same Boltzmann factor is used for all elements 
f=e"'/kT (111.18) 
Furthermore, in the absence of a detailed correction for self-excluded 
volume (Appendix B), all elements w^- in matrices describing segments 
following the second must be multiplied by a correction factor to exclude 
immediate reversals of the ligand 
Zi " l (III. 19) 
zi 
where z. represents the coordination number of a class i site. 
i 
(1) 
For notational clarity, a ' and W will refer to the initial configu-
ration vector and stochastic matrix, respectively, when only an enu-
meration of configurations is desired (e.g. equation III. 16). When 
Boltzmann factors and/or immediate reversal corrections are used, 
(1) 
as in the following calculation of t(0,x,0), as ' and W s will be used. Thus, 
t(0,x,0) = a ^ W g _ 1 e ( III. 20 ) 
General Equations for t(S) Based on the principles discussed above, 
it is possible to write expressions for the weights t(S) for states of adsorp-
tion containing desorbed loops and free ends. The total number of config-
xThe zero of energy corresponds to an infinite separation of the segment 
and site in question, surrounded by the appropriate solvent. 
2Any rigorous correction would depend on j as well as i. Equation III. 19 
represents an average over all j. 
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urations of a loop or free end may be equated to the product of its 
vertical and horizontal configurations if it is assumed that the vertical 
and horizontal motion of the desorbed segments can be treated independ-
ently. Such an assumption may be made for the present model because 
the lattice points in each layer above the surface are labeled in a man-
ner identical to those on the surface, allowing the classification of 
sites presented above to be retained as the basis for defining the states 
of the Markov process. 
If H(d) and H0(d0) represent the number of vertical configurations of 
a loop of d segments and a free end of d0 segments, respectively, then 
t(S) = a^1)Wd0"1H0(d0)pni(w3pW^H(dpA W^ W^'H0(d0') e (III. 21) 
for the chain with free ends and 
t(S) = a'^Ws1lp51(w^P W^P H(dp)j W^e (III.22) 
when d0=d0' = 0. a_g ' and Wg are the vector and matrix described above 
for adsorbed segments, while a^ and WJ are the vector and matrix 
for desorbed segments. To form the latter from the elements of a 
and W, the only modifications required are immediate reversal correc-
tion factors for the elements of matrices representing segments following 
the second of a desorbed loop or free end 
$z{ - 1 
—; (III. 23) 
3z. x ' 
*On more typical lattices, the assumption of independence is a good one 
only for small extensions of a long chain (Flory, 1953). 
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Expressions for H and H0 The parameters H(d) and H0(d0) may be 
calculated in two ways. The first method is of interest primarily 
because it treats the vertical motion of the ligand as a Markov process 
and thus is more similar to the methods presented above for the hori-
zontal motion of the ligand. The second method, however, gives 
closed expressions for H(d) and H0(d0). For a loop of d segments, 
the first and dth segments must lie in the layer h=l, while the inter-
mediate d-2 segments may be placed in any vertical layer h£*l. One 
possible vertical configuration of a loop of ten segments is illustrated 
in Figure 10. Only the most proximal segment of a free end is con-
strained to the layer h=l. 
Markov Method The vertical motion of the ligand may be treated 
as a Markov process in which the ith state is defined as the placement 
of a ligand segment in the vertical layer h=i. Thus, the elements y.. 
of the stochastic matrix Y represent the number of ways of placing a 
segment in the layer j given that the preceding segment is in layer i. 
Since steps to adjacent layers or within the same layer are the only 
ones possible, Y is a tri-diagonal matrix of the form 
Y = 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 0 




The first segment of a loop or free end always is in the layer h=l. 
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Figure 10. A possible vertical configuration of a loop of 10 (=d) segments. 
The first and dth segments are constrained to the first layer of lattice points 
above the surface (h=l), while the intermediate segments may be placed inany 
layer above the surface. 
Hence, the initial configuration vector b is 
b(1> = (i 0 0 0 .) 
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(111.25) 
Theoretically, tr ' and Y have infinite dimensions, although for a 
loop or free end of d segments a d-element vector and a matrix of order 
d are sufficient since h cannot exceed d. The number of vertical config-
urations of a loop or free end which result in the placement of the dth 
segment on a site in layer i is given by the ith element of the vector 
k(d) = k<v-i (m.26) 
Since the last segment of a loop must lie in the layer h=l, the total 
number of vertical configurations of a loop of d segments, H(d) , may 
(d) 
be equated to bi 
H(d) = bfd) = b(d)e' = b(1) Yd" 1 e< (III. 27 ) 
where e1 is a column vector whose first element is unity and all other 
elements are zero. On the other hand, the final segment of a free end 
may lie in any vertical layer above the surface. Hence, the total num-
ber of vertical configurations of a free end Df d0 segments, H0(d0) , may 
be equated to the sum of all elements of b 
H0(d„) = b
(do)e = b(1)Yd°" K (III. 28 ) 
Combinatorial Method Closed expressions for H(d) and H0(d0) may 
be obtained by modifying some combinatorial theorems for one-dimen-
sional random walks (Feller, 1957) in which the outcome of each step 
is in one of two possible directions (from level h to level h+1 or h-1). 
In the present model, three possible outcomes exist for each step, as 
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discussed above. However, any vertical configuration of a loop can be 
visualized as a one-dimensional random walk interrupted by steps which 
retain a constant value of h. Thus, for the loop illustrated in Figure 
10, steps 2 and 3 (the placement of segments 3 and 4) and 5 through 8 
(the placement of segments 6 through 9) perform a one-dimens ional 
walk, while steps 1, 4, and 9 remain at positions of constant h. For a 
loop of d segments (d-1 steps), any number of steps 2j may be involved 
in the one-dimens ional walk, subject to the restriction 
0$j£[(d-l)/2] (III.29) 
which insures that segment d of the loop can return to the layer h=l. 
In addition, all segments of the loop must remain in layers above the 
surface. The total number of configurations for such a one-dimensional 
walk is (Feller, 1957) 
-^TW (III. 30) 
Because the remaining (d-l-2j) steps at constant h can be placed any-
where along the loop, the total number of vertical configurations of 
the entire loop for a given j is 
(2j)l (d-l-2j)l j+lj'.ji " j+1 jiji (d-l-2j)l |m,") 
Hence . , 
[—] 
rr/J\ !• 1 (d-1)'. 
H(d) = j=o jTT ji ji (d-i-2j)i (m-32) 
Similarly, a free end of d0 segments (d0- 1 steps) may be visualized 
as an interrupted one-dimensional walk. Any number of steps m between 
zero and d0-1 may be involved in the one-dimens ional walk as long as all 
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segments remain above the surface. The number of configurations 
for such a one-dimensional walk of m steps is (Feller, 1957) 
ml 
[f n t̂ ri'. 
(III. 33) 
These m steps may be distributed in any manner among the remaining 
(d0-l-m) constant h steps of the free end. Hence, for a fixed m, the 
total number of vertical configurations is 
(do-l)i ml _ (dp-1)1 (m 34) 
(d0-l-m)'.m. [ f M ^
1 - " (d0-l-m)..[f]i[2fi]l 
Therefore 
:H0(d0) = S &^ (III.35) 
'•T-' '•"T"^ (do-l-m)l 
Evaluation of qx(l,n0,T) Equations III. 21 and III. 22 may be com-
bined into a single, more general one with the aid of the Kronecker 
delta 
t(S) = (a^W^doO + (l-6d„o)ad1)Wd°"1Ho(do)J 
X
 p5!(ws
PWdPH(dp)j W^ (&d(>,0 + (l-6.do.o)Wd°
,Ho(d0^ e 
(III. 36) 
so that equation III. 10 becomes 
(l,n„,T) = S ^up(do) 5 | v(s ) U(dp)J V(3i) u0'(
do') (III. 37) 
where 
uo(d°) = ^1)w;16do0+ad
1)W^-1H„(d0) (1-6^) (III.38) 
V(sp) = W^P (III. 39) 
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U(dp)= W^PH(dp) (III. 40) 
B>'(do') = («d„'0 + (l-5d0'0)Wd
0'Ho(d„'j) e (III. 41) 
Equation III. 37 cannot be written in closed form. However, an exact 
evaluation is possible for relatively small values of x, such as those 
of the ligands commonly used in protein binding studies. As a first 
step in this evaluation, the generating function of qx(l,n0,T) is formed 
ra) = x!1qx(i.n«»Tn
x 
=o l 2 J l-l , . 
= x?l^ ifl^^^pill^p' H(dp7 iMuo'tdo') (III. 42) 
Following the procedure of Lifson (1964), the first two summations 
x 
are rearranged and the x factors of t, distributed among the terms 
of qx(l,n0,T) to give 
i -1 \ 
'<« = ill xl-l# ^o^D^Sp)^py(dpK
dpJ 
X ^(s^^uo'tdo-)^ 0' (III. 43) 
When summing at fixed iover all possible values of x^-(2i-l), 
restriction III. 9 on /£$ no longer holds. Thus 
0 -1 / 
^ ^ /, v d0 „ / <5> , % s„ tf VM = i?l 4o»^)^p5i(ap
S=l ^ ' p * Pdp
S=lH(dpHap 
qx(l>
no»T) wil1 be ttie coefficient of t, in this power series (cf. equation 
III. 42). Using the following convolution formula for the product of two 
power series 
90 i o<? ; oo 
&»i*\£ibitl = ifi j?iajbi+i-jh
i+1 dn.45) 
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it is possible to compute this coefficient for a given x from the known 
functions u0, V, U, and up' . 
Average Properties Any thermodynamic average derivable from 
q (l,n0,T) may be evaluated in a similar fashion. The averages of 
interest are those associated with the configuration of the bound ligand, 
which will be referred to as configurational parameters . For example, 
the average number of ligand segments adsorbed to the surface may 
x 
be equated to the coefficient of £, in the following power series, divi-
ded by qx(l,n0,T) ^ 
Ji dJU^0 L%s^s^slSi^d^dl 
4-1 / ^ 
O O A \ OS> * P?2(sp
s=i^sp^ pdp
s=i H<dp* p; sf=i^iK *• 
+ sIl^'H^dll WU?1 Sl'&'M**Si ^d^Z 
* % fsf=l^
Sp)^Pdp?iH(dp)&dp) BfsllMt'' +"-
^ ^=0^ (do')^0' (III.46) 
P 
Lo 
The average number of segments adsorbed commonly is divided by x 
to give the average fraction of segments adsorbed, 9 . 
The coefficient of t, in the power series 
e ^ o c ? d n ^ " 1 / 0 0 s co d I 
V ^r/_ Wbr« TT/J \^ Qpl ifil d0
s=o * ) ^ A (Spli ̂ p K
s p d s = i H(dp)^ap 
X s^l^^^O^0'^0' (HI.47) 
when divided by qx(l,n0,T), represents the average number of adsorbed 
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stretches, 4 . The number-average lengths of the desorbed ends, 
d0 and d0« , are calculated from the appropriate coefficients in the 
following two power series, respectively 
ifi dSod»Ho(d»)^°p^ (s^v^C^v^ 
* s^i^-e^djo-^0'^0' (III-48) 
o o o o d.A ~ * / °° s ° ° d I 
i?i d & s - ^ V i (sp
s=i^sp)^ pdp
s=iM(dp)& py 
* s^l^^^doCo^'V^')^0' (HI. 49) 
Other conf igurational parameters of the ligand may be calculated 
directly from the above set. Thus, the number-average length of an 
adsorbed stretch, s , and the number-average length of a desorbed 
loop, d , are given by 
s=— (III. 50) 
i 
- = x - x§ - d0 - d0; (UIe51) 
I - 1 
The Binding of Additional Ligands 
The expressions for qx(2,n0,T) through qx(M,n0,T) are identical 
in form to equation III.10. However, since fewer surface sites are 
available for binding as additional ligands are placed on the surface, 
the elements of as and Ws must be decreased. On the lattice sites 
*For ligands composed of identical segments, the Markov process is 
reversible (Kemeny and Snell, I960), so that d0=d0' . 
*N 
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above the surface, a smaller fraction of configurations is excluded by 
multiple-site occupancy as a result of the many layers of lattice points 
available to the segments of loops and free ends. Therefore, no reduc-
tions in the elements of a^ ' and W^ are made. Thus, for N>1 
[^] 
qx(N,n0,T)= i f l tg3tN_l(S) (111.52) 
with \ 
-i(s> = L - I ^ ' N - I ^ ^ ^ O O + (i-6d.o)^1)Yfd,"1H.(«i.)) 
X A('N-^sP^dPH(dp)) N.,W^ 
* (5do'0 + (l-Sd0.0)Wd
0,Ho(do')) 1 (III.53) 
The subscript N-l indicates that corrections have been made for the 
N-l ligands previously bound to the surface. 
The correction factors for the elements of a^ ' and W s may be 
calculated once the number of occupied sites of each class has been 
determined. If n.(N-l) is the average number of occupied class i 
sites when N-l ligands have been bound (equation III. 60), then 
N.^i1' Eal1)- "i^-1) (III. 54) 
For the elements of Ws , the corrections must account for the fact 
that each ligand already bound to the surface occupies contiguous 
lattice sites (Flory, 1953). Therefore, if any of the z- sites adjacent 
to a class j site previously has been established as vacant, the prob-
ability that the class j site is vacant is somewhat greater than the 
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average fraction of vacant j sites, |.(N-1) , which may be equated 
to the ratio of the average number of vacant j sites to the total num-
ber of j sites 
afX) - n-(N-l) 
Ij(N-l)= J (1)
J (in. 55) 
a. ' 
The desired correction factor is £-(N-l), the probability that a class 
j site is vacant when the vacancy of an adjacent site already has been 
established. Thus, £.(N-1) is the ratio of the number of vacant j sites 
to the total number of j sites which are compatible with the previously 
confirmed vacancy of a given adjacent site. If <j>- is the fraction of 
the n-(N-l) occupied j sites which have a neighboring ligand segment 
on an adjacent site, then (Guggenheim, 1944) 
af) - n (N-l) 
6j(N-l)"-jk (III.56) 
<j>- may be equated to the ratio of the average number of neighboring 
segments, per segment, to the coordination number of the site 
2(x-2)+2 
*. = * =2(x-i) 




afX) - n.(N-l) 
W"-l>* (1) ^ ( x A y r — ~ (HI-58) 
a. ' * ^n-(N-l) 
J xz. Jv ; 
N -1
WU = wy6j(N-l) (HI. 59) 
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Calculation of n.(N-l) If, for a given j, the jth element of 
.2±s and the elements of the jth column of Ws are multiplied by N-2 
the dummy variables a. = l and co. = l, respectively, then n.(N-l) may be 
J J J 
calculated from the relation1 
n.(N-l) = n.(N-2) + ^ q (N-l,n0,T) + 91n q (N-l,n0,T) 
[=?] 
= n.(N-2) + q x { N_ 1 ) n o_ T ) Z l ^ f d o O N - ^ ' f c o c ) 
X ^jfl1 + (1-6^) a£> JEC O^ W^H.^ 






al ' w. 
r , ^ s P ^ P H ( d p ) w
s 4 
N-2-s 
q (N-l,n0,T) 4 = 1 {SJ N-2-
s N-2-s 
4-1 / 
X n f 
* p=l ( N-2 
X^6d0«0
 + (1-6do,o)Wd°,Ho(do,)j 1 
where E/- and OQ are, respectively, the identity and null matrices of 
(III. 60) 












xThe use of the augmented matrix for differentiation of a matrix product 
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(III. 63 ) 
(III. 64) 
Equation III. 60 may be evaluated by forming the appropriate generating 
function and following the procedure described above for the evaluation 
of qx(l,n0,T). 
The Unbound Ligand 
In order to calculate the equilibrium properties of protein-ligand 
systems (equations III. 5 and III. 6), a value for q (V) , the partition 
function for the unbound ligand, must be specified. The latter may be 
equated to the number of configurations of a free ligand in solution. 
Th the calculations described in the subsequent Chapters, an approxi-
mate enumeration was obtained by counting ligand configurations on a 
lattice constructed by stacking planar, triangular lattices, so that 
each site in the bulk solution is characterized by coordination number 
3zi. This lattice was selected because of its relationship to the lattice 
on which the configurations of the desorbed loops and free ends of 





where V is the volume of the solution and v is the volume of a lattice 
s 
site. Although this choice of enumeration procedure is somewhat 
arbitrary, the use of a different counting method simply would require 
the multiplication of all equilibrium constants by a constant factor and 
the shift of all binding isotherms along the log c axis by a constant 
increment. Thus, the general conclusions of the present model are 
not affected by the value of q (V). 
x,u 
The chemical potential of the ligand, u. , is 
u. = n0 + kT lnc (III. 66) 
where c is the concentration of free ligand and u.0 is the standard 
chemical potential. The latter may be equated to the chemical poten-
tial of a solution in which c=l. Neglecting ligand-ligand interactions, 
the-part it ion function for such a solution, Q° (N ,,V) , is2 
x, u u 
(q (Y))N" 
Q x u ( N u ' V > - S I ( U I - 6 7 ) 
' u 
where N„ is the number of unbound ligands in a volume V of solution 
JLigand-ligand interactions may be neglected since experimental binding 
studies are performed in solutions very dilute in ligand. This is an 
experimental limitation due to two considerations: (i) many ligands 
dimerize (carboxylic acids) or form micelles (alkyl sulfates and sulfo-
nates) as the concentration is raised; (ii) partial or complete unfolding 
of the protein often is induced by high ligand concentrations (this effect 
is particularly characteristic of the alkyl sulfates). As discussed in 
Chapter V, the inability to study binding at high ligand concentrations 
can be a serious hindrance in the analysis of binding data. 
2Ligand- solvent interactions do not have to be included in the calculation 
of p.© due to ^ e choice °f zero for the site-segment interaction energies. 
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when c=l. Thus 
91nQ° (N ,V) 
, m x,u u 
*• = "kT 8N 
u 
%r (V) 




A Model for Rigid Binding 
To better evaluate the importance of the flexibility of the bound 
ligand in quantitative discussions of protein-ligand interactions, a 
model in which segmented ligands are flexible in solution but bind 
in a single, rigid configuration also has been constructed. This model 
for rigid binding is essentially a statistical-mechanical formulation 
of the theory of multiple equilibria (Klotz, 1953) and is entirely equiv-
alent to the latter. However, a statistical-mechanical treatment allows 
a more direct comparison of the results of this commonly used theory 
with those of the present model. 
The basic statistical-mechanical formulae are identical to those 
of the model for flexible binding (equations III. 1 to III. 6). However, 
the expressions for the canonical partition functions for the individual 
ligands (cf. equation III.37) maybe simplified considerably, since 
the internal degrees of freedom of the bound ligands are neglected and 
the ligands bind with a unique orientation to non-overlapping regions 
of the protein surface. For the case in which the M ligands are assumed 
to bind as one class (equation I. 1), the canonical partition function for 
the binding of the Nth ligand to the protein is 
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^(N.no.T) = (M-N+l)e"E/kT (111.69) 
where (M-N+l) is a combinatorial factor giving the number of ways of 
placing the Nth ligand on the protein. E is the energy of interaction 
when the entire ligand binds to the surface, in contrast to the flexible 
binding model in which the energies of individual site-segment interac-
tions appear in the partition function (equation III. 17). Since the 
unbound ligand is flexible, it may be described by the equations of the 
previous section. 
If the bound ligands belong to more than one class (equation 1.5), 
the grand canonical partition function for the system (cf. equation III. 1 ) 
is written as the product of the grand canonical partition functions for 
the individual classes. The latter are formulated in the manner just 
described for single-class binding. 
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C H A P T E R IV 
RESULTS FOR HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS 
The statistical-mechanical theory developed in Chapter III allows 
a calculation of two types of thermodynamic averages. First of all, 
parameters characterizing the configuration of the Nth bound ligand, 
the so-called conf igurational parameters, may be obtained from the 
canonical partition function q (N,n0,T) (equations III.46 to III. 51). 
Secondly, from the grand canonical partition function £E> (p-,n0,T), the 
equilibrium properties of the system may be calculated (equations 
III. 5 to III. 6). Although quantities in the former category cannot 
be measured experimentally, their variation as N ranges from one 
to M provides a more detailed understanding of the equilibrium proper-
ties. 
The properties of homogeneous systems , in which ligands with 
identical segments bind to surfaces with only one type of site, are 
presented in this Chapter. Although such systems are not representative 
of those encountered in actualbinding studies, many features of the model 
can be illustrated most clearly in discussions of these simpler systems. 
Heterogeneous systems , in which ligands with non-identical segments 
If some simplifying assumptions are made regarding the immediate 
reversal correction factors, equation III. 37, when applied to homoge-
neous systems, can be factored into contributions due to the vertical and 
horizontal motion of the ligand, allowing the model to be extended to the 
limit of very long chains. A further discuss ion is presented in Appendix C. 
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bind to surfaces composed of many types of sites, are considered in 
Chapter V. 
Conf igurational Parameters 
When the ligands x=8 and x=4 bind to the lattice n0=l62 (D=4; see 
Figure 8), the conf igurational parameters vary with xN (the number of 
segments belonging to bound chains) as illustrated in Figures 11 to 15. 
Data at three values of € are included. As N increases, the reduction 
in the number of vacant surface sites results in larger contributions to 
the partition function from configurations with fewer segments adsorbed 
to the surface. Thus, the average fraction of segments adsorbed, 0 , 
and the average length of an adsorbed stretch, s , decrease as addi-
tional ligands are bound (Figures 11 and 13). Through intermediate 
values of xN, the smallest decrease in 0 is observed for e=-4kT, since 
the energy of the site-segment interaction dominates the free energy 
change per segment upon binding, overriding the possible entropy gain 
from the formation of loops and free ends. The resulting reduction in 
the number of vacant surface sites is so large that a very sharp drop in 
0 occurs as xN approaches n0. The drop is somewhat larger for the 
shorter ligand, since a larger change in 0 results from the desorption 
of a single segment. As (ej decreases, 0 drops with increasing xN at 
a more constant rate, since energy and entropy effects are balanced 
more closely. At these lower values of / e^, the drop is somewhat smal-
xIt should be emphasized that the conf igurational parameters characterize 
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Figure 11. The variation in 9, the average fraction of ligand segments 
adsorbed, withxN, the number of segments belonging to bound chains, for 
the ligands x=8 ( ) and x=4 ( ). All curves were obtained with the lattice 




Figure 12. The variation in 4 , the average number of adsorbed stretches, 
with xN, the number of segments belonging to bound chains, for the ligands 
x =3 / \ a nd x=4 ( ). The curves were obtained with the lattice n0=l62, 
with values of t as indicated. 
S 4.0 
Figure 13. The variation in s , the average length of an adsorbed stretch, 
with xN, the number of segments belonging to bound chains, for the ligands 
x=8 ( ) and x=4 ( ). The curves were obtained with the lattice n0=l62, 
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Figure 14. The variation in d, the average length of a desorbed loop, with 
xN, the number of segments belonging to bound chains, for the ligands x=8 
(——) and x=4 ( ). The curves were obtained with the lattice xio=l62, with 
values of « as indicated. 
Figure 15. The variation in d0, the average length of a single desorbed 
end, with xN, the number of segments belonging to bound chains, for the 
ligands x=8 ( ) and x=;4 (--- ). The curves were obtained with the lattice 
n0=l62, with values of < as indicated. 
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ler for the shorter ligand, since it is easier to find smaller clusters 
of contiguous vacant sites. 0 is larger for x=4 at the smaller values 
of lc|, since the shorter ligand can gain less entropy by forming loops 
(there are fewer ways of distributing a loop along a shorter ligand). 
Additional desorbed segments can appear in either loops or free 
ends. For x=8, the average length of a single desorbed end, d0 , 
increases markedly with xN, while the average length of a loop, d , 
remains almost constant (Figures 14 and 15). However, at e=-4kT, 
the total number of segments in loops does increase, since the aver-
age number of loops, I -1 , increases (Figure 12). Increases in the 
number of loops rather than in d are favored because a larger number 
of configurations is gained by increases in i (through the additional 
slates of adsorption available to the ligand) than in d. At €=-kT> config-
urations withd0>l predominate. Therefore, the additional desorbed 
segments appear almost exclusively in free ends, since desorbed seg-
ments in free ends exceeding one segment in length have a larger num-
ber of configurations than loops of an equivalent length. In addition, some 
of the ends lengthen at the expense of loops, causing 1 to decrease as xN 
approaches n0. The graph of i vs. xN for €=-2kT exhibits a maximum, 
since i increases until d0 becomes sufficiently large to favor free end 
formation instead of additional loops. 
For x=4, where the maximum number of loops is one and the number 
of states of adsorption with a single loop is limited by the small value of 
x, the increase in desorbed segments with xN occurs almost totally in the 
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free ends. The increases in i at e=-4kT and e=-2kT (low xN) are less 
marked than those for x=8, since such rises are possible only with a 
decrease in d due to the short length of the chain. As €=-kT and *=-2kT 
(high xN), decreases in I also are observed for x=4, but are not as sharp 
as those for x=8 since the d0 values are smaller. 
The effect of energy on the configurationai parameters for the ligand 
x=8 is summarized in Table I, which shows these parameters for N=l. 
Table I 

























The values shown are for the ligand x=8 binding 
to the lattice n0=l62 when N=l. 
The present model allows a treatment of binding to a patch of sites 
as well as a lattice which covers a complete surface. Figure 16 illus-
trates the configurationai parameters for a patch of 25 sites (corres-
ponding to a single face of the lattice D=6, omitting the corner sites; 
see Figure 9) for the ligand x=4 at three values of € . The trends obser-
ved are consistent with those for the complete surface and require no 
further explanation. 
A better patch-total surface comparison is made in Figure 17, 
which illustrates the configurationai parameters for the ligand x=6 
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Figure 16. Configurationai parameters for the ligand x=4 binding to a patch 
of sites (n0=25), with values of t as indicated. The curves are similar to 
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Figure 17. Configurationai parameters for the ligand x=6 binding to acorn-
plete surface ( ) and a patch ( ) of identical size (n0=42). All curves 
were calculated with €=-2kT. The presence of edges on the patch becomes 
evident as x N increases. 
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sites (n0=42, corresponding to a single face of the lattice D=8, omitting 
the corner sites, and the complete surface D=2, respectively; see Figure 
8). At low xN, the average properties are nearly indistinguishable for 
the two cases. However, the presence of boundaries on the patch becomes 
evident as additional ligands are bound. Thus, larger decreases in 0 , 
s , and I and a sharper increase in d0 are observed for the patch. An 
interesting feature* is the presence of a maximum in the d vs. xN curve 
for the patch. Because of the reduced coordination number of the bound-
ary sites, the first ligands bind preferentially in configurations which 
occupy the interior sites. The ligands N=5 and N=6 bind by forming a 
large loop over the occupied class 9 and class 10 sites, causing an in-
crease in d , but such a loop no longer is possible for the ligand N=7 
since the sites of classes 4,6, and 8 no longer are available. Thus, 
d drops after N=6 and the desorbed segments appear as free ends. 
Equilibrium Properties 
Figure 18 illustrates binding isotherms1 for the ligands x=8 and x=4 
binding to the lattice n0=l62 at three values of e (cf. Figures 11 to 15). 
The position of the curve shifts to lower c values as e becomes more 
*An advantage of such a plot for the representation of binding data is that 
the conclusions drawn from it are unaffected by the method of calculating 
|x0> the standard chemical potential of the ligand, from the partition 
function for the unbound ligand (equation III. 68), since a change in |J.0 
simply would shift the positions of all isotherms along the log c axis by 
a constant amount. In anticipation of applications of the model, the 
value of vs , the volume of a site, used to calculate u-0 is that appropriate 
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Figure 18. Isotherms for the ligands x=8 ( ) and x=4 ( )binding to the 
lattice n0=l62, with values of i as indicated. The variations in the position 
and shape of the isotherms with £ and x are discussed in the text. 
-10.0 
Figure 19. Isotherms for totally adsorbed ligands. The curves were 
obtained for the ligand x=8 binding to the lattice n0=l62 (cf. Figure 18). How-
ever, the ligands were constrained to bind with all segments adsorbed to the 
surface (S={p,x,0}). The value of € is indicated by each curve. 
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negative since the energy gained upon binding is better able to compen-
sate for the resulting loss of translational and configurationai entropy. 
Such a correlation between binding energy and curve position, in which 
the more negative energy values are associated with binding at lower 
values of c, has been stressed by other workers in discussions of enzyme-
substrate complexes (Koshland et al., 1966). 
The isotherms of Figure 18 are not symmetrical about their mid-
points. Broadening is observed as saturation is approached since the 
decrease in the number of vacant surface sites reduces the number of 
configurations available to additional ligands, making their binding 
more difficult. This flattening is most marked for e=-4kT, because 
the high 0 values result in a more rapid depletion of the vacant surface 
sites by the first ligands bound. Deviations of binding curves from 
symmetry also have been noted in studies of enzyme-substrate com-
plexes (Koshland et al., 1966), Cooperativity is said to occur when 
the first substrate molecules bound facilitate the binding of additional 
substrate molecules, causing the binding curves to steepen. On the 
other hand, broadening of enzyme-substrate binding curves is said to 
result from negative cooperativity, when the first substrate molecules 
bound make the binding of additional substrate molecules more diffi-
cult. Thus, the flattening of the isotherms in the present model may be 
referred to as negative cooperativity because of its formal similarity to 
the broadening of enzyme-substrate binding curves. However, whereas 
the negative cooperativity observed in enzyme-substrate interactions 
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generally is attributed to conformational changes in the protein (Kosh-
land et al., 1966), the form of negative cooperativity found in the present 
model has a totally different origin ;and might be characterized as a type 
of ligand-ligand interaction, differing from a direct energetic interac-
tion (such as the electrostatic effects in multiple ionization (Klotz, }953)). 
The fraction of the maximum number of ligands bound, N/M , has 
been used as the ordinate in Figure 18 to establish the effect of chain 
length on the binding isotherm. The isotherm shifts to lower c values 
as x is increased, since the energy of the site-segment interaction domi-
nates the free energy change per segment upon binding. The isotherm 
for x=4 is somewhat steeper than that for x=8 since it is easier to find 
smaller clusters of contiguous vacant surface sites. Thus, the negative 
cooperativity responsible for flattening is less for the shorter ligand. 
As a further illustration of the negative cooperativity of the present 
model, isotherms have been obtained for the case in which all segments 
of the bound ligands are adsorbed to surface sites, no loops or free ends 
being permitted ( S = <£0,x,0} ). As illustrated in Figure 19, the curves 
are equally broad at all values of € since 0=1. 0 in each case, resulting 
in a maximum amount of negative cooperativity. 
When ligand binding to a patch of sites is studied as a function of e, 
the variations in curve position and shape are identical to those des-
cribed for a lattice which covers a complete surface (Figure 20; cf. 
Figure 16). Isotherms for a patch and a complete surface with an iden-
tical number of sites are compared in Figure 21. As a result of the 
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Figure 20. Isotherms for the ligand x=4 binding to a patch of 25 sites, with 
values of « as indicated. The variations in curve position and shape with € 
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Figure 21. Isotherms for the ligand x=6 binding to a complete surface (——) 
and a patch ( ) of identical size(n0=42). Both curves were calculated with 
€=-2kT. Due to edge effects, binding to the patch is somewhat more difficult 
than binding to the complete surface. 
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edge effects mentioned in the discussion of configurationai parameters 
(Figure 17), binding to the patch is somewhat more difficult. 
As discussed in Chapter I, when the commonly used theory of multi-
ple equilibria (Klotz, 1953) forms the theoretical framework for analyzing 
protein-ligand interactions, flexible ligands are assumed to bind in a 
rigid configuration. Using the model for rigid binding discussed in Chap-
ter III, a comparison of the isotherms for single-class binding in the 
theory of multiple equilibria with those for homogeneous systems in the 
present model is possible. For example, the isotherms illustrated in 
Figure 22 are obtained when the systems of Figure 18 are studied under 
the conditions of rigid binding. The resulting curves are symmetrical 
about their midpoints, as expected for single-class binding (Figure 1), 
and there is no variation inxurve shape with energy. The shift in posi-
tion as the energy is varied is in the direction observed in the model for 
flexible binding. However, in contrast to the latter, the entropy loss 
per segment dominates the free energy change per segment at €=-2kT, 
and the position of the isotherm shifts to higher values of c when the 
chain length is increased. With rigid binding, values of JeJ^2kT are 
necessary to produce the opposite chain length dependence, since the 
bound ligand lacks configurationai entropy, giving a much larger entropy 
loss per segment. 
In the rigid binding model, as in the theory of multiple equilibria, 
when all ligands bind as one class the equilibrium constants for the for-
mation of successive protein-ligand complexes differ only by a statis-
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Figure 22. Isotherms for rigid binding. The curves for the ligand x=8 
( ) were obtained with M=20 and E=8e , while those for x=4 ( ) were 
obtained with M=40 and E=4e, allowing a comparison with the isotkerms of 
Figure 18. Although the variation in curve position with € is similar to that 
found in the model for flexible binding, the variation in position with x is 
opposite to that found in the flexible binding model. The curve shape is not 
affected when either x or c is varied, in contrast to the flexible binding model. 
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on the protein. Thus, each constant can be written as the product of a 
statistical factor and an intrinsic association constant, the same for all 
N (equation I. 2). For such systems, plots of N/c VS. N or l/N vs. l/c 
will be linear (Figure 1). A very significant feature of the present 
model for flexible binding is that the above two plots fail to be linear, 
even for homogeneous. ; systems (Figures 23 and 24). Due to the neglect 
of the internal degrees of freedom of the bound ligands in the rigid bind-
ing model, single-class binding not only implies that the surface is chem-
ically homogeneous, but that all ligands bind in an identical configuration 
as well. In the present model, in which the flexibility of the bound ligands 
is included, any given ligand can bind in many different configurations. 
The number of possible configurations decreases as additional ligands 
are bound, so that the ligands do not bind in an identical fashion even 
though all of the binding sites are chemically the same. Each ligand binds 
with a characteristic equilibrium constant which reflects its unique man-
ner of binding as well as simple statistical considerations. Hence, the 
conventional plots for multiple equilibria are not linear. The asymmetry 
of the isotherms (Figures 18 to 21) also results from this failure of the 
ligands to bind in an identical configuration. 
Figure 25 illustrates the variation in the equilibrium constants as 
successive ligands are bound (equation III. 6), as calculated with the 
present model and the model for rigid binding. 
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^XIO" 4 ..5 
Figure 23. A Scatchard plot of binding data calculated by the present model 
(cf. Figure 18). The plot is not linear even though the system is homogeneous, 
X|0 -8 
Figure 24. A double-reciprocal plot of binding data calculated by the pres 
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Figure 25. The variation in log k , the logarithm of the equilibrium con-
stant for the binding of the Nth ligand, with xN, the number of segments 
belonging to bound chains. The results calculated with the present model for 
flexible binding ( ) may be compared with those obtained with the rigid 




RESULTS FOR HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS 
Physical Parameters 
Appropriate values for several physical parameters must be obtained 
before heterogeneous systems (in particular, the interactions between 
substituted alkanes and proteins) can be treated with the present model. 
Definition of the Ligand Segment The segment of the ligand, as 
defined for the purposes of enumerating configurations, corresponds to 
a step in the random walk of the ligand chain. This so-called statistical 
segment (Flory, 1953) need not correspond to the chemical segment of 
the ligand on a one-to-one basis (for the hydrocarbon portion of the sub-
stituted alkanes, the latter would be defined as a methylene group (-CH2-)). 
In fact, a one-to-one correspondence between statistical and chemical 
segments would be somewhat unrealistic given the triangular lattice of 
the present model, since adjacent carbon-carbon bonds always form a 
o. 
tetrahedral angle (109.5 ). Thus, it is more realistic to equate two 
chemical segments to a single statistical segment, which allows the 
ligand to be accommodated quite easily on a triangular lattice. This 
choice of statistical segment has the additional advantage of reducing 
the size of the systems, thereby simplifying the calculations.1 This 
xThe naturally-occurring substituted alkanes, as well as those most 
frequently used experimentally, have an even number of carbon atoms. 
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definition of the statistical segment for the hydrocarbon portion of the 
ligand suggests that the (non-carbon) atoms of the ionic or polar head 
group be regarded as a single segment. 
Volume of a Site The volume of a site, v , may be equated to the 
volume of the statistical segment. From the known bond lengths, bond 
angles, and van der Waals radii characterizing the atoms of a hydrocar-
bon chain (Scheraga, 1968), an estimated value of 48 A3 has been calcu-
lated, equivalent to a sphere of radius (rs) 2. 25A. A very similar 
estimate for the -CH2-CH2- volume, 42 A
3 , has been obtained from 
Courtauld's models (Poland and Scheraga, 1965). 
Surface Sites The precise chemical grouping to which the term 
site is to be applied must correspond in size to the previously defined 
statistical segment and the resulting value of vg . Thus, the backbone 
portion of each amino acid is divided into two sites, corresponding to 
a 
the carbonyl group (^0 = 0) and the a-carbon-amide group (-NHC H-), 
respectively. A nonpolar (hydrocarbon)site is defined as two methylene 
groups (-CH2-CH2-) to correspond directly to a hydrocarbon segment. 
Most polar and ionic groups on amino acid side chains (-COD , -NH3 , 
-CH2OH, etc.) constitute a single site. Other assignments can be 
JThe volumes of the head groups of interest do not differ sufficiently to 
warrant the use of an additional parameter. 
2It should be emphasized that vs appears only in the calculation of q (V), 
the partition function for the unbound ligand, and hence u.0, the stan-
dard chemical potential of the ligand. Thus, none of the conclusions 
of the present model is affected by the value of v„ . 
m7 g 
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made in a manner consistent with these examples. 
An estimate of the number of surface sites on a protein of a given 
size is needed. Two sites are necessary to represent the backbone of 
each amino acid, and the side chain volumes cited by Waugh (1954) sug-
gest an average of two sites per amino acid side chain. Thus, a pro-
tein with n amino acids contains a total of 4n sites. If a protein is not 
too different from spherical, an estimate of the number of the 4n sites 
which lie on the surface can be obtained by comparing the volume of a 
shell of thickness 2rg to the total volume, 4nv . For a small protein 
such as myoglobin (with n«150), approximately 325 sites would appear 
on the surface, while a larger protein such as hemoglobin or serum 
albumin (with n»575) would require approximately 900 surface sites. 
Th many applications, however, a patch of sites is used to represent 
the binding region, and no fixed relationship between the size of the 
patch and the size of the protein is necessary. 
Site-Segment Interaction Energies No precise values for the ener-
gies of interaction between various ligand segments and surface sites 
are available, either from theoretical or empirical considerations. 
However, estimates for these energies can be obtained with the aid of 
methods currently being developed for calculating protein conformations 
from known amino acid sequences (Scheraga, 1968). The segment and 
site are assumed to contact each other such that their constituent atoms 
are separated by a distance equal to the sum of their van der Waals 
radii, at which the potential energy of interaction between the atoms is 
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a minimum. Furthermore, it is assumed that standard bond length and 
bond angle values apply, and that no energy contributions from torsion 
about single bonds result when forming a given contact. The interaction 
energy (equation III. 17) is equated to a sum of contributions from nonbonded 
(van der Waals) interactions, electrostatic interactions, and desolvation 
(n) (n) (n) (n) /,r i \ 
€ ; ' = € w + * v / + e : ' (V. 1) 
j NB j E j S j V ' 
where the subscripts NB, E, and S refer to the contribution from non-
bonded interactions, electrostatic interactions, and desolvation, respec-
tively. 
To calculate the nonbonded contribution, ^ e ; ' the Lennard-Jones 
NB j 
"6^12M potential is used (Scheraga, 1968) 
€(n) _Jk _ Us ( } 
NB j i,k 12 6 V ; 
J r r 
where the summation is over all extended atoms of the site and segment 
in question, a and 3 are the coefficients for repulsion and attraction, 
ik ik 
respectively, and r'is the distance between extended atoms i and k and 
is equated to r , the sum of their van der Waals radii. The coefficient 
J3 is calculated from the Slater-Kirkwood equation (London, 1937; Pitzer, 
ik 
1959) 
Pik = AT AJ^I* (V-3) 
i k 
'For simplicity, hydrogen atoms are not considered individually. Instead, 
they are regarded as part of an extended atom, such as -CH2- or -NH-
(Gibson and Scheraga, 1967). 
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where qe is the electronic charge, m is the electronic mass, -n" is 
Planck's constant, Ai and &k are the atomic polarizabilities of the 
extended atoms i and k, respectively, and A^ and A are the effective 
number of outer-shell electrons for the extended atoms in question. 
Values for the parameters A and A have been obtained from Gibson 






 J ik 
W The electrostatic contribution, € . , is a sum of Coulomb inter-
E J 
actions between all pairs of extended atoms of the site and segment 
(Hirschfelder et al., 1954). For a charged atom i and a polar atom k 
(charge-dipole interaction), the contribution is 
2 2 
1 qi*k 
3kT 4 ^ 
rik D 
(V.5) 
where q. is the charge on atom i, u. is the dipole moment of atom k, 
i k 
and D is the local dielectric constant of the medium, taken as 3.5 in 
the vicinity of a protein in aqueous solution (Brant and Flory, 1965). 
When the interaction is between two polar atoms (dipole-dipole interac-
tion) 
2 ^i ̂ k 





The contribution for a charged atom i and a nonpolar atom k (charge-
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Electrostatic interactions between a polar and a nonpolar atom (dipole-
induced dipole interactions) are sufficiently weak to be neglected. Simi-
larly, dipole-dipole, charge-induced dipole, and dipole-induced dipole 
interactions may be neglected in the calculation of charge-dipole inter-
actions (equation V. 5), and dipole-induced dipole interactions may be 
neglected in the calculation of dipole-dipole interactions (equation V. 6) 
and charge-induced dipole interactions (equation V.7). Estimates for 
electrostatic contributions due to charge-charge interactions have been 
obtained from Arvidsson (1965). 
The desolvation contribution, € . ' , is equated to the sum of the 
S J 
energies of desolvating the extended atoms involved in the interaction. 
The contribution from a given atom consists of a desolvation energy per 
water molecule removed multiplied by the number of water molecules 
displaced when the contact is established. Estimates for the latter may 
be obtained by dividing the volumes of the approaching extended atoms 
(Bondi, 1964) by 30 A , the volume of a water molecule (Gibson and 
Scheraga, 1967). Given the polar character of a water molecule, the 
desolvation energies for charged and polar groups may be calculated as 
charge-dipole and dipole-dipole interactions, respectively (equations 
V. 5 and V. 6). Estimates of nonpolar group desolvation energies may 
be obtained from the thermodynamic properties of aqueous solutions of 
the hydrocarbons (Nemethy and Scheraga, 1962; Gibson and Scheraga, 
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1967). 
Selected site-segment interaction energies are presented in Table II, 
The values listed include those which appear in the calculations discussed 
in the subsequent sections of this Chapter. Because the carboxylic acids 
are among the most commonly encountered flexible ligands, they will be 
emphasized in the results presented below. The *-amino group of lysine 
has been selected as the ionic site to which the carboxyl segment binds, 
based on the evidence of Teresi (1950) and Spector et al. (1969). Elec-
trostatic interactions between these sites have been neglected. All cal-
culations have been performed at T=25 C. 
Table II 
Site - Segment Interaction Energies 
Site € (cal/mole) 
Carboxyl Segment Hydrocarbon Segment 
-NH3
+ -5000 ^ ^ 
> C=0 -2700 -150 
-NHCaH- -1500 -450 
-CH2OH -2000 -1100 
-CH2-CH2- ^ oo "1300 
-COO" ^oo & oo 
'interactions between a segment and site of like charge or 
between hydrocarbon groups and ionic groups are so unfavor-
able that the energies have been assigned the value^o , giving 
a Boltzmann factor of zero for these contacts. 
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Configurationai Parameters 
Many of the general properties of heterogeneous systems can be 
illustrated using a lattice with just two types of sites. A surface with 
12 ionic sites (-NH3 ) and 150 nonpolar sites (-CH2-CH2-) can be con-
structed from the lattice n0=162 by assigning ionic groups to the class 
1 sites and nonpolar groups to the sites of classes 2 and 3 (see Figure 
8). Figure 26 illustrates the variations in 0 and d0 with xN for the car-
boxylic acids x=9 and x=5. The energy of the carboxyl segment-amino 
group interaction is so favorable the the first 12 ligands bind almost 
exclusively in configurations with their carboxyl segments adsorbed to 
ionic sites. Thus, a sharp increase in d0 and a resulting drop in 9 
occur at N=12 since configurations with d(j>l are the only ones available 
thereafter. The more gradual changes in 0 and d0 reflect the reduced 
availability of vacant surface sites, as observed in homogeneous systems 
(Figures 11 and 15). 
As illustrated in Figure 27, similar variations in 0 and d0 occur when 
binding to a patch of ionic and nonpolar sites is considered (n0=25; cf. 
Figure 16). The results with one ionic site (the single class 7 site) may 
be compared with those obtained with three ionic sites (the class 4 sites). 
The sharp changes in 0 and d0 when N exceeds the number of ionic sites 
are somewhat larger for the latter case, since fewer vacant nonpolar 
LAttention will be focused on two parameters, 0 and d0 (the latter refer-
ring only to the carboxyl end of the ligand), which are especially sensi-
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Figure 26. Variations in 6 , the average fraction of ligand segments ad-
sorbed, and d0 , the average length of the free carboxyl end, with xN, the 
number of segments belonging to bound chains, for the carboxylic acids x=9 
(• <) and x=5 (•---«). The curves were calculated for the lattice n0=l62, with 
12 ionic sites and 150 nonpolar sites. A marked change in the average config-



















3 ionic sites 
Figure 27. Variations in the configurationai parameters 0 and d0 for the 
carboxylic acid x=5 binding to a patch of 25 sites. The curves on the left 
were obtained with one ionic site and 24 nonpolar sites, while those on the 
right were obtained with three ionic sites and 22 nonpolar sites. 
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sites remain after the ionic sites are occupied. 
The specific position of the ionic sites is relatively unimportant in 
determining the behavior of the parameters 0 and d0 , as shown in Figure 
28, which illustrates binding to a patch of 42 sites (cf. Figure 17) with 
three ionic sites located either near the center of the patch (the class 9 
sites) or near its corners (the class 4 sites).1 Figure 28 also illustrates 
the effect of introducing additional types of sites, such as polar sites rep-
resenting the chemical groups of the peptide backbone. Thus, in the cen-
a 
tral arrangement, -NHC H- groups have been placed on the class 8 sites 
a 
and > C = 0 groups on the sites of classes 7 and 10, while -NHC H- groups 
and >C = 0 groups have been placed on class 3 and 2 sites, respectively, 
in the corner arrangement, for a total of 12 polar sites in each case. 
With such additional heterogeneity, the changes in the configurationai 
parameters are not as sharp as those for the surfaces with just two types 
of sites, since the polar sites remain as possible binding sites for the 
carboxyl segment after the ionic sites are filled. 
Considering the lattices with polar sites in more detail, the rise in 
d0. and drop in 0 are largest for the corner arrangement, since the config-
urations, containing carboxyl segment-polar site interactions make a 
smaller contribution to the partition function due to the reduced coordi-
XWhen referring to these two arrangements of ionic sites, the terms 
central arrangement and corner arrangement will be used. 
2The polar sites have been placed near the ionic sites because such an 
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Figure 28. Variations in the configurationai parameters 0 and d0 for the 
carboxylic acid x=5 binding to a patch of 42 sites, with 39 nonpolar sites and 
three ionic sites (•—•). The results obtained with the ionic sites located 
near the center of the patch (central arrangement) m a y be compared with 
those obtained with the ionic sites located near the corners (corner arrange-
ment). The effects of introducing 12 polar sites in the vicinity of the ionic 
sites in each arrangement are indicated ( ). In the central arrangement, 
a patch with six polar sites and three ionic sites also has been studied ( ). 
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nation number of the polar sites in this arrangement. The n.(N-l) 
values indicate that those carboxyl segments which are adsorbed 
a 
after N=3 for the corner arrangement bind preferentially to -NHC H-
sites, since the greater inaccessibility of the >C=0 sites (in this par-
ticular arrangement) overrides their energetic advantage (Table II). 
But after N=6, the availability of surface sites has been curtailed con-
siderably and the possible energy gain for binding a carboxyl segment 
to the relatively vacant >C = 0 sites becomes more important, causing 
a decrease in d0 at high values of N. An accompanying rise in 0 does 
not occur, however, due to the scarcity of vacant nonpolar sites. 
For the central arrangement, the ligands after N=3 bind with their 
carboxyl segments attached primarily to the >C = Q sites, since the lat-
a 
ter not only are favored energetically over the -NHC H- sites, but are 
occupied to a lesser extent by previously bound hydrocarbon segments 
a 
as well (for the latter, the -NHC H- sites are favored energetically 
over the >C = 0 sites; see Table II). The accelerated rise in d0 after 
N=6 results from the reduced accessibility of the >C = 0 sites. 
Figure 28 also illustrates configurationai parameters for the case 
a 
in which the central arrangement includes only six polar sites (-NHC H-
groups on the class 10 sites and >C = 0 groups on the class 7 sites). On 
this lattice, as with the central arrangement with 12 polar sites, the 
carboxyl segments bind preferentially to the >C = 0 sites after N=3. The 
rather marked change in the parameters at N=6 reflects the saturation 
of the three >C = 0 sites; binding of the carboxyl segment to -NHC H- sites 
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does not occur thereafter due to the reduced accessibility of these sites. 
Equilibrium Properties 
Isotherms for the carboxylic acids x=9 and x=5 binding to the lattice 
n0=162 with 12 ionic sites (cf. Figure 26) are presented in Figure 29. 
The curves might be described as biphasic , since an intermediate pla-
teau occurs at N=12 (corresponding to the saturation of the ionic sites) 
followed by another rise to the final plateau at N=M (representing the 
binding of ligands with free carboxyl ends). The second phase occurs 
at higher ligand concentrations in the absence of the favorable energy 
contribution from the carboxyl segment-amino group interaction. 
The first phase of the isotherm is broader for the ligand x=9 since 
the 12 ionic sites are saturated at xN=108, while the corresponding num-
ber is only 60 for x=5 so that less broadening due to negative coopera-
tivity results. A similar correlation between chain length and isotherm 
broadness is found in the second phase of the curves. For the ligand 
x=5, the second phase is even steeper than the curve expected for the 
binding of four hydrocarbon segments to the available number of non-
polar sites. Due to the entropy gain possible when d0> 1 (H0(n)> 1 for 
n>l), the prior formation of a free end by the carboxyl segment favors ; 
the lengthening of that end. As a result, the ligands bound subsequently 
to N=12 have lower 0 values than would be anticipated given the hydro-
carbon segment-nonpolar site interaction energy f^-2kT at 25 C; see 
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Figure 29. Isotherms for the carboxylic acids x=9 ( ) and x=5 ( ) 
binding to the lattice n0=l62 with 12 ionic sites. The marked change in the 
average configuration of the ligands when the ionic sites are saturated (Fig-
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Figure 30. Isotherms for the carboxylic acids x=7 ( ) and x=5 ( ) 
binding to a patch of 25 sites with one ionic site. An intermediate plateau is 
observed at N=l. 
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for at the extent of nonpolar site occupancy at N= 12, hydrocarbon segments 
would form a free end even if the unbound carboxyl segment were not present. 
Isotherms for a patch of 25 sites with one ionic site (cf. Figure 27) 
are shown in Figure 30. As for the lattice which covers a complete sur-
face, the isotherms are biphasic with an intermediate plateau at a value 
of N corresponding to the saturation of the ionic sites, and comparable 
effects of chain length on isotherm position and shape are observed. 
Figure 31 illustrates binding to a patch of 42 sites with three ionic 
sites in two different arrangements (cf. Figure 28). The location of 
the ionic sites hardly affects either the position or the shape of the iso-
therms. The introduction of 12 polar sites in each arrangement shifts 
the first phase of the curve to higher values of c, since a smaller amount 
of energy is gained when ligands bind in configurations with some hydro-
carbon segments adsorbed to polar sites (such configurations will occur 
since the polar sites are adjacent to the ionic sites). On the other hand, 
the presence of polar sites shifts the second phase of the isotherms to 
lower values of c, because of the energy gained from carboxyl segment-
polar site interactions (without the polar sites, the carboxyl segment 
would be unbound). In both phases, the shifts are larger for the central 
arrangement, in which most of the polar sites are hexa-coordinated so 
that configurations which include them make larger contributions to the 
partition function. As might be expected, the isotherm for the central 
arrangement with only six polar sites (cf. Figure 28) would fall between 
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Figure 31. Isotherms for the carboxylic acid x=5 binding to a patch of 42 
sites with three ionic sites ( ). In the upper figure, the ionic sites are 
located near the center of the patch (central arrangement), while in the lower 
figure they are located near the corners (corner arrangement). The effects 
of introducing 12 polar sites in the vicinity of the ionic sites also are indica-
ted ( ). 
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Thus, the general effect of introducing polar sites is to decrease the 
difference in position between the two phases of the isotherm,shortening 
the intermediate plateau region. Further studies have shown that if a 
sufficiently large number of polar sites is introduced (for example, if 
less than one-half of the lattice sites are nonpolar sites), the interme-
diate plateau disappears almost entirely, and the isotherm appears to 
be a simple, sigmoidal curve, similar to those obtained for homogeneous 
systems. Thus, if a sigmoidal binding isotherm is observed in an ex-
periment, this in itself does not establish that the binding region is chemi-
cally homogeneous. Conversely, the presence of a marked intermediate 
plateau may be taken as evidence that a fairly large number of nonpolar 
sites is present in the vicinity of the ionic sites. 
Comparison with Experimental Data 
Experimental data for the binding of hexadecanoic (palmitic) acid to 
serum albumin (Goodman, 1958) are presented in Figure 32. The results 
are typical of those observed in other binding studies using carboxylic 
acids, alkyl sulfates, and other long-chain flexible ligands (Karush and 
Sonenberg, 1949; Teresi and Luck, 1952: Ray et al., 1966; Reynolds et 
al., 1967, 1968; Spector et al., 1969). If the theory of multiple equilib-
ria; (Klotz, 1953) is used as the theoretical framework for analyzing pro-
tein-ligand interactions, the nonlinearity of the Scatchard plot indicates 
that the ligands do not bind as a single class (Chapter I). In the example 
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Figure 32. Experimental binding isotherm (left) and Scatchard plot (right) 
for the interaction of hexadecanoic (palmitic) acid with serum albumin (SA) 
(Goodman, 1958). The points correspond to actual experimental observations; 
the smooth curves represent a three-class fit of the data according to the 
theory of multiple equilibria (equation 1.5). The data are typical of those 
observed in other binding studies using carboxylic acids, alkyl sulfates, and 
other long-chain flexible ligands (references are listed in the text). 
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quite well were obtained by assuming that the bound ligands belong to 
three classes (in accordance with equation 1.5). As discussed below, 
the significance of such an analysis has certain limitations, especially 
since it is impossible experimentally to achieve saturation of the protein 
with ligand. Nevertheless, it is clear that the general features of the 
experimental points as well as the curve fitted to them are similar to 
those observed for heterogeneous systems in the present model. Most 
important, the isotherm is biphasic. The position of the intermediate 
plateau suggests that six ionic sites are present. 
To demonstrate that the present model for flexible binding better 
represents experimental data than the theory of multiple equilibria in 
which the ligands bind rigidly, experimental isotherms for the binding 
of hexadecanoic and dodecanoic (lauric) acids to serum albumin (Good-
man, 1958) are compared with those calculated using the present model 
and the rigid binding model for the lattice n0=l62 with 12 ionic sites 
(Figure 33). Only the present model can explain the experimental obser-
vation that the strength of binding increases with the chain length of the 
ligand. In contrast, the rigid binding model predicts a decrease in the 
strength of binding with increasing chain length. Furthermore, with the 
specific set of physical parameters used, the isotherms for rigid binding 
occur at concentrations several orders of magnitude above those obtained 
lThis system corresponds to two-class binding in the rigid model. The 
first class contains 12 members which form one carboxyl segment-ionic 
site contact and x- 1 hydrocarbon segment-nonpolar site contacts, while 
the second class contains M-12 members which bind with x-1 hydrocar-
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Figure 33. Comparison of experimental isotherms (left) for the binding of 
hexadecanoic (palmitic) and dodecanoic (lauric) acids to serum albumin (Good-
man, 1958) with the isotherms calculated using the present model for flexible 
binding (center) and the rigid binding model (right). To facilitate the compari-
son of the curves, the ordinates have been chosen so that all intermediate 
plateaus occur at the same vertical level. Only the model for flexible binding 
predicts the experimental observation that the strength of binding increases 
as the chain length of the ligand increases. Furthermore, the isotherms for 
flexible binding occur at concentrations m u c h closer to those observed 
experimentally. 
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experimentally, whereas the positions of the isotherms of the present 
model are much closer to those actually observed. 
A quantitative demonstration of the chain length dependence is pre-
sented in Figure 34, in which ^Fi , the change in the standard Helm-
holtz free energy for the binding of the first ligand (calculated as 
-RT lnki) Is plotted as a function of the number of carbon atoms in the 
ligand. Th the present model for flexible binding, ^Fi becomes more 
negative as the chain length of the ligand is increased, as observed 
experimentally for both the carboxylic acids and the alkyl sulfates 
(Karush and Sonenberg, 1949; Teresi and Luck, 1952; Goodman, 1958; 
Rayetal., 1966; Reynolds et al., 1967, 1968; Spector et al., 1969). 
This trend is not affected by the choice of lattice. In contrast, if it is 
assumed that the ligands bind rigidly, as in the theory of multiple equi-
A ° 
libria, ̂ Fi becomes more positive with increasing chain length. 
A ° 
The slope of the experimental ̂ Fi vs. chain length curve is some-
what steeper than that of the curves calculated with the present model. 
Although the calculated slope could be made more negative simply by 
choosing a more negative energy contribution per segment, an unrealis-
tically large value for the nonpolar site-hydrocarbon segment interac-
tion energy would be required to correct the observed discrepancy. A 
more plausible explanation for the difference in slopes is that all con-
figurations of the unbound ligand have been equally weighted. Actually, 
there will be some preference for compactly folded configurations which 
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Figure 34. The variation in &T\ t the change in free energy for the binding 
of the first ligand, with the number of carbonatoms in the ligand. In the pres-
A ° 
ent model for flexible binding, ̂ Fi decreases with increasing chain length 
( ), as observed experimentally for both the carboxylic acids ( I ) and the 
alkyl sulfates ( j. ). The bars indicate the ranges of the experimental values 
reported in the literature (references are listed in the text). The trend of the 
present model is not altered by the value of n0 or the number of ionic sites 
on the lattice. In contrast, in the rigid binding model ^Fi increases with 
increasing chain length ( ). 
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for q (v), the partition function for the unbound ligand, than calculated. 
A j "JL 
Correcting the latter would shift ^F° to more negative values, since a 
smaller entropy loss would result upon binding, and because q (V) in-
Jm\ } LL 
creases exponentially with the chain length (equation III. 65), the shift 
would be larger for the longer ligands. Folding of hydrocarbon chains 
in aqueous solution actually has been observed for the carboxylic acids 
and alkyl sulfates in ionic conductance studies (Elworthy, 1963). 
That the experimental isotherms are biphasic is a significant result 
if binding data are to be used to provide clues about protein structure, 
since an intermediate plateau will not be observed unless the binding 
region includes a fairly large number of nonpolar sites as well as ionic 
sites (see discussion following Figure 31). The importance of the hydro-
carbon chain in producing strong binding of the substituted alkanes fre-
quently has been mentioned in experimental studies, although the actual 
nature of the interaction of the hydrocarbon segments with the protein 
was not specified (Karush and Sonenberg, 1949; Teresi and Luck, 1952; 
Goodman, 1958; Ray et al., 1966; Reynolds et al., 1967, 1968; Spector 
et al., 1969). However, recent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) stud-
ies ; of the binding of long-chain anions to proteins by Rosenberg et al. 
(1969) provide direct evidence that the hydrocarbon segments of the ligand 
do interact with nonpolar groups on the protein, since the resonance peaks 
of the ligand protons shift upon binding in a direction indicating transfer 
to a more hydrophobic environment. The NMR studies of Gillberg- LaForce 
and Forsen (1970) confirm the observation made using more co nventional 
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methods that binding becomes stronger with increasing chain length 
(Figure 34). In addition, the nature of the ionic head group of the 
ligand (carboxyl, sulfate, or sulfonate) was shown to have little effect 
on the strength of binding. 
The isotherms calculated with the present model can be used to 
reproduce experimental data. To duplicate an experimental biphasic 
isotherm, a lattice with a number of ionic sites corresponding to the 
position of the intermediate plateau and a fairly large number of non-
polar sites must be selected. The results are less sensitive to the 
precise arrangement of sites on the surface, the presence of a small 
number of polar sites, and the size of the lattice. Of course, the cal-
culation can be no more accurate than the physical parameters with 
which it is performed. For example, the site-segment interaction 
energies can be regarded only as approximate. In addition, there are 
uncertainties in the value of u.0, the standard chemical potential of the 
ligand, due to the arbitrary assumptions involved in its calculation. 
Furthermore, the comparison of any results with experiment is compli-
cated by scatter in much of the data and the impossibility of observing 
saturation of the protein with ligand. In spite of these difficulties, how-
ever, experimental isotherms can be matched quite closely with those of 
the present model. For example, the data of Goodman (1958) for the 
binding of dodecanoic acid to serum albumin (cf. Figure 33) can be fit 
by assuming that the protein surface consists of eight independent binding 
regions, each of which includes a single ionic site and 24 nonpolar sites 
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(Figure 35).l The only adjustment necessary to obtain this fit was less 
than a ten per-cent increase in y.0, which causes a small shift in the 
horizontal position of the curve without changing any of its features. 
Such an increase in y.Q would, in fact, be required if folding reduces the 
number of configurations of the unbound ligand, as discussed above. 
Limitations of Class Analyses of Binding Data 
The isotherms of the present model may be used to demonstrate 
potential errors that may arise from an uncritical use of class analy-
ses in applications of the theory of multiple equilibria. Th such ana-
lyses, binding data are fit with those values of M. and k. for which 
the function ̂  is a minimum (cf. equation I. 5) 
p 
i=l 
n„ M 4 k: ' c. 
c j mt L 
N: - .22 
1 j=1i+kf
jU 
L int l J 
(V.8) 
where N^ and c^ correspond to a selected point of the theoretical iso-
therm and p is the number of points used. Using a nonlinear least 
squares algorithm (Laiken and Printz, 1970), the results in Table III 
were obtained for the binding of the carboxylic acids x=9 , x=7, and 
x=5 to the lattice n0=l62 with 12 ionic sites. As indicated by the low 
values of S& , the theoretical isotherms can be fit quite well with two 
classes (the fit for the ligand x=5 is illustrated in the top graph of 
1It also would be possible to fit the data using a single binding region 
with eight ionic sites or several binding regions which differ in size. 
However, the present choice is the simplest one possible, and in the 
absence of precise information about the arrangement of sites on the 
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Figure 35. Fit of experimental data using the calculated isotherms of the 
present model. The experimental points represent the data of Goodman (1958) 
for the binding of dodecanoic (lauric) acid to serum albumin (SA) (cf. Figure 
33). The data are matched quite well by an isotherm calculated with the pres-
ent model ( -), assuming that the protein contains eight independent patches 
of binding sites, each of which includes a single ionic site and 24 nonpolar 
sites. 
Table III 
Class Analyses of Theoretical Isotherms 
Complete Isotherm Incomplete Isotherm 
x=9 x=7 x=5 x=5 
Theoretical2 M 18 23 32 32 
p 34 26 28 23 
Two-Class Fit 
* 12.2 3.07 8.17 1.96 
Mi 10 11 11 12 















* 0.26 0.48 8.16 0.58 
Mt 6 5 6 9 
M 2 6 7 4 2 
M 3 7 12 23 60 

















k ^ x 10"4 
k{3) 20.0 11.1 3.84 .580 
lAll values of M. have been rounded to the nearest integer. 
J 
Calculated using equation III. 2. 
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Figure 36). Furthermore, the values of M. giving the best fit corres-
pond approximately to the number of ligands bound in each phase of the 
isotherm. A somewhat better fit is possible with three classes, simply 
because of the additional statistical degrees of freedom. The extra class 
forms from a division of the high-energy class (class 1) into two new 
classes and does not represent another type of binding. When experimen-
tal data have been analyzed using a three-class fit (Goodman, 1958), the 
sum of the first two classes has been found to correspond approximately 
to the position of the intermediate plateau. The latter most likely repre-
sents the number of ionic sites in the binding region, and the division of 
the high-energy class into two classes appears to have no physical sig-
nificance. 
However, the above analyses of calculated isotherms were performed 
on complete isotherms in which the plateau of the second phase of bind-
ing actually was observed. Experimental data usually are available 
only for that short portion of the second phase immediately following the 
intermediate plateau region (Figures 32 and 33). Therefore, it is of 
interest to consider the analysis of an incomplete isotherm. The latter 
can be formed from the calculated curves of the present model by cutting 
off a large portion of the second phase (bottom graph of Figure 36). As 
shown in Table III, a two-class fit of this truncated isotherm gives 
classes containing 12 and 66 members. In other words, although the 
size of the first class still corresponds to the number of ligands bound 
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Figure 36. Class analyses of isotherms calculated with the presentmodel. 
In the upper figure, the theoretical curve ( ) was obtained with the carbox-
ylic acid x=5 binding to the lattice n0=l62 with 12 ionic sites (cf. Figure 29). 
A two-class fit according to the theory of multiple equilibria (equation I. 5) 
matches the theoretical curve quite well ( ). In the lower figure, the the-
oretical curve has been truncated to produce an incomplete isotherm, such 
as those observed experimentally (Figures 32 and 33). Although a two-class 
fit matches the incomplete isotherm quite well, its match of the missing 
portion of the curve is strikingly inaccurate. 
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no relationship whatsoever to the number of ligands actually bound in 
the second phase. l A class which consists of a large number of mem-
bers, representing the binding of ligands in the second phase, has been 
postulated by several workers from analyses of such incomplete iso-
therms (Teresi and Luck, 1952; Goodman, 1958; Spector et al., 1969) 
and is probably a very misleading estimate of the actual number of 
ligands which could bind in the second phase. Therefore, the only 
physically significant information which can be obtained from a class 
analysis of incomplete biphasic isotherms is the number of ionic sites, 
and this quantity could, in many cases, be obtained simply from the 
position of the intermediate plateau, 
^ince the analysis of the first phase of an incomplete isotherm retains 
its above-mentioned correspondence to the number of ionic sites in the 
binding region, the use of the kint values for the high-energy class 
obtained by such analyses to calculate experimental ̂ Fp values for 
Figure 34 is justified. 
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APPENDIX A 
AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL1 
As an alternative model for the binding of flexible ligands to pro-
teins, the protein surface may be regarded as a continuum, so that 
the adsorption of ligand segments no longer is restricted to the binding 
sites provided by lattice points. Thus, the protein LSLvisualized as a 
sticky sphere . To be consistent with this continuous nature of the 
binding surface, the possible arrangements of the ligand segments 
are less restricted as well. 
Statistical-Mechanical Treatment 
The basic statistical-mechanical formulae of the sticky sphere 
model are identical to equations III. 1 to III. 6, except for the replace-
ment of the extensive variable n0 by A, the area of the surface 
A = n0TCrs
2 (A. 1) 
where rs is the radius of the ligand segment. Furthermore, the 
state of adsorption, S , may be retained as the basis for classifying 
ligand configurations (equations III. 7 to III. 9). However, a new set 
of statistical weights, t(S) , is needed to calculate the canonical parti-
tion functions for the individual ligands (according to equation III. 10). 
xThe author would like to thank Dr. E.G.D. Cohen for suggesting the 
approach used in this Appendix. 
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The Totally Adsorbed Ligand The first segment of the ligand N=l 
may be placed anywhere on the surface. Hence, its contribution to 
t(0,x,0) is1 
a(l) = (2TtmLkT)Af (A-2) 
h 
where m-^ is the mass of the ligand and f is the Boltzmann factor for 
the interaction between the surface and the first segment. If each 
segment is a sphere of radius r_ , the center of the second segment 
may be placed anywhere along the equator of a sphere of radius 2rg 
whose center coincides with the center of the first segment (Figure 37). 
The center of each remaining segment has only two-thirds of this equa-
torial arc available, due to the presence of the previous ligand segment 
(Figure 37). In addition, each segment is allowed to move away from 
the equator by a small angle ±ty, which would correspond to a vibrational 
motion (the value of i^ is discussed below). Thus, the contribution of 








= (2*m«kT) LGKrUf (A. 3) 
h 
while that for each remaining segment is 
27Cm0kTv 2 w^ 2 w8*r""
A»*x)f Utfr^f (A.4) 
*As in the lattice model, â  will represent the contribution of the first 
segment to the partition function and w will represent the contribution 
of each remaining segment (both are scalars in the present discussion). 
Subscripts s and d will be used to represent adsorbed and desorbed 
segments, respectively, as in the lattice model. 
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Figure 37. The placement of successive adsorbed ligand segments in the 
sticky sphere model. Once the first segment (1) has been placed on the sur-
face, the center of the second segment (2) may be placed anywhere along the 
equator of a sphere of radius 2r whose center coincides with the center of 
the first segment ( ). The center of the third segment (3) may be placed 
anywhere along the equator of a sphere of radius 2r whose center coincides 
with the center of the second segment, excluding that portion of the equator 
occupied by the first segment ( ). Similarly, the placement of the center 
of the fourth segment (4) is along the equator of a sphere of radius 2r whose 
center coincides with the center of the third segment, excluding that portion 
occupied by the second segment (•••). 
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where m g is the mass of a ligand segment and f is calculated using the 
appropriate energy of interaction. l Using the above contributions, 




In contrast to the lattice model, t(0,x,0) depends on the mass of 
the ligand and its segments and contains a temperature dependence in 
addition to that included in the Boltzmann factor. This is because the 
vibration:of the ligand segments on the lattice sites has been neglected. 
General Equations for t(S) The contribution of a desorbed first 
segment is 
a(l) = (27fmLkT)A ( A 6 ) 
h2 
The second segment of a free end and the first and second segments of 
a loop may be placed anywhere on the surface of a sphere of radius 2rg , 
while the available area is reduced by a factor of one-quarter for the 
third and subsequent segments of a loop or free end (corresponding to 
the surface area of a spherical segment of height r ). Thus 
wd=(^— )16'Krs
2 (A. 7) 
for the second segment of a free end and the first and second segments 
of a loop and 
, 2 M m skT . , ̂ ff 2 lK nK 
wd=( f )127Trg (A. 8) 
h 
Equations A. 3 and A. 4 give a value of 0. 667 for the immediate rever-
sal correction factor, in contrast to the value 0. 833 for the hexa-coordi-
nated sites in the lattice model (equation III. 19). 
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for the third and subsequent segments.1 However, the contribution of 
a loop of d segments cannot be equated to 
w* (A. 9) 
since there would be no way of assuring that the dth segment of the 
loop is located such that the (d+l)th segment can be placed on the sur-
face and that all segments of the loop remain above the surface. In 
fact, with the continuum model there is no simple way of calculating 
the exact contribution to the partition function of a loop which includes 
these restrictions. In the lattice model, the ratio of the number of ver-
tical configurations of a loop of d segments (equation III. 32) to the total 
number of vertical configurations available to d segments, 3 , gives 
the fraction of the total number of vertical configurations of d segments 
which meet the requirements for loop formation. It is assumed that this 
ratio gives a reasonable estimate of the fraction of the configurations 
included in equation A. 9 which fulfill the above requirements. Similarly, 
the ratio of the number of vertical configurations of a free end of d0 seg-
ments in the lattice model (equation III. 35) to the total number of verti-
cal configurations of d0 segments, 3 °, is used as an estimate of the 
fraction of allowed configurations for a free end. 
The value of \\> (equations A. 3 and A. 4) was chosen arbitrarily such 
that 
wd 3 
=a =i- (A.10) 
1Equations A.7 and A. 8 give an immediate reversal correction factor 
of 0.750 for desorbed segments, in contrast to 0.944 for desorbed seg-
ments on hexa-coordinated sites in the lattice model (equation III. 23 ). 
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to be comparable to the ratio of the coordination numbers of the surface 
and solution points in the lattice model. This gives a value of 19. 1 for 
With the above contributions, one may write 
US) = a^w^"1 H<>(do) V f SP do H(dp) \ s, d0' Ho(d0») , , 
t(S)-ad wd _ - pn^ w sp w dp_^_j Wgiwd ___ (A.n) 
for the chain with free ends and 
t(S) = a^w;
1 V/w;Pw-P5^lj w;i (A.I2) 
when d0=do
t=0. Combining these two equations into a more general one 
(A.13) 
This general expression for t(S) may be used in the evaluation of 
qx(l,A,T) and its associated thermodynamic averages following the 
procedures described in conjunction with equations III. 42 to III. 51. 
The Binding of Additional Ligands For ligands bound subsequently 
to the first, the expressions for ag and w must be modified since a 
smaller area of the surface is available for binding due to the presence 
of ligands previously bound. As in the lattice model, no modifications 
are introduced in the terms describing the desorbed segments, so that 
aA ' and wd retain the forms presented above (equations A. 6 to A. 8). 
If n(N-l) is the average number of segments adsorbed to the surface, 
in ligands one through N-l, then (cf. equation III. 54) 
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^(1) = ( 2?fmLkT } (A _ -(^x)^^) f (A.14) 
N . 
h 
and, as an approximation which assumes that the occupied areas are 
distributed uniformly over the surface (cf. equation III. 59) 
(A-n(N-l)TTr
2
 ( g) 
N-l s ws V A I * ' 
The quantity n(N-l) is calculated from the configurationai parameter 
0 , the average fraction of ligand segments adsorbed, for ligands one 
through N-l. If 9(i) is the average fraction of segments adsorbed for 
the ith ligand, then 
N-l 
n(N-l) = 2 x§(i) IA. 16) 
i = l 
The Unbound Ligand The partition function for the unbound ligand 
is (cf. equation III. 65) 
tir\ /2TTmT,kTx3/2 __ x-1 
q (V) = ( ^ ) V w , h2 '
 Wd (A. 17) 
To correct for immediate reversals, equation A. 8 must be used for 
segments subsequent to the second. Equation III. 68 may be used to 
calculate Uv0, the standard chemical potential of the ligand. 
Results and Discussion 
Before presenting some of the results calculated using the sticky 
sphere model, it is important to mention some of its limitations, espe-
cially in regard to its applicability to protein-ligand interactions. 
First of all, the model is designed for systems in which all parts of 
the surface are equivalent (homogeneous systems). If patches differing 
in their chemical characteristics were placed on the surface, it would 
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be impossible to specify what types of areas were available to a segment 
once the previous segment had been bound, since there is no way of 
calculating the occupancies of the various regions. Secondly, there is 
no way of introducing edge effects, so that a sticky patch, analogous to 
the single face (Figure 6), cannot be treated. Furthermore, a lattice 
probably is a better representation of a protein surface than the continu-
um of the sticky sphere model, since ligand segments interact with dis-
creet groups of atoms on proteins. Also, ligand segments do not have 
the configurationai freedom implied by the continuum model due to bond 
angle restrictions. 
The practical advantage of the sticky sphere model is its simplicity. 
In particular, due to the absence of matrices the calculations are less 
involved than those of the lattice model. 
As shown in Figure 38 (cf. Figure 18), the isotherms of the sticky 
sphere model for homogeneous systems are quite similar to those of 
the lattice model. However, the former are shifted by about one and 
one-half units in the positive direction on the log c axis, because the 
ratio of the partition function for the unbound ligand to that for the bound 
ligands is larger in the sticky sphere model. 
Fortunately, it also is possible to compare the sticky sphere model 
with a specific case of the lattice model for heterogeneous systems. One 
can consider the binding of carboxylic acids (or other substituted alkanes) 
lAs mentioned in Chapter V, the hexa-coordinated lattice of the lattice 
model is a fairly realistic one for chains of hydrocarbon segments with 
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Figure 38. Comparison of isotherms for homogeneous systems calculated 
by the sticky sphere model with those obtained using the lattice model (Fig-
ure 18). The isotherms of the sticky sphere model (• • • ) can be superim-
posed almost exactly on those obtained with the lattice model by shifting the 
former one and one-half units in the negative direction along the log c axis, 
as indicated. The sticky sphere isotherm at €=-2kT for the ligand x=4 coin-
cides too closely with that calculated using the lattice model to be distin-
guished from the latter. 
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to a protein with isolated areas of an ionic character distributed over 
a nonpolar surface, so that a comparison with the heterogeneous sys-
tems with two types of lattice sites on a complete surface is possible 
(e.g. Figure 29). The areas of an ionic character can bind only the 
carboxyl segment of the ligand, while the rest of the surface can bind 
only hydrocarbon segments. Furthermore, once the carboxyl segment 
is bound to an ionic area, it is assumed that a hydrocarbon segment 
will not be placed next to another ionic area, which is a good assump-
tion only if the ligand is shorter than the distance between neighboring 
Ionic areas. As shown in Figure 39, similar results again are obtained 
with the two models, with the curves of the sticky sphere model shifted 
by one and one-half units in the positive direction along the log c axis. 
Of course, with the sticky sphere model, different arrangements of the 
ionic areas cannot be tested, nor can additional regions with different 
chemical characteristics (e.g. polar regions) be introduced. However, 
it has been shown that the general features of the isotherms for hetero-
geneous systems are not affected significantly by the arrangement of the 
ionic sites or the introduction of a small number of polar sites. Thus, 
these two limitations of the sticky sphere model appear relatively unim-
portant for a discussion of the binding of carboxylic acids or other substi-
tuted alkanes to proteins, but this could not have been known without the 
more detailed results possible with the lattice model. A more serious 
limitation of the sticky sphere model is that a sticky patch cannot be 
treated, since binding in actual protein-ligand systems may be restricted 





Lattice model -8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0 
i i i i i i i i i i 
Sticky sphere -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0 2.0 
log c 
Figure 39. Comparison of isotherms for a specific heterogeneous system 
calculated by the sticky sphere model with those obtained using the lattice 
model (Figure 29). The isotherms of the sticky sphere model (• • • ) can be 
superimposed almost exactly on those obtained with the lattice model by 
shifting the former one and one-half units in the negative direction along 
the log c axis, as indicated. 
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APPENDIX B 
EXCLUDED VOLUME CORRECTIONS 
Theoretical Considerations 
In an exact count of the configurations of a ligand on a lattice, no 
lattice site can be occupied by more than one ligand segment. This 
Appendix describes a method which provides a more detailed correc-
tion for excluded volume than the average immediate reversal correc-
tion factors described in Chapter III (equations III. 19 and 111.23). The 
subject of excluded volume has received much attention in theoretical 
studies of polymer configuration (reviewed by Domb, 1969). However, 
the mathematical problems involved in any such treatment are formi-
dable, and no general analytical methods have been found for the enu-
meration of polymer configurations on a lattice with a complete correc-
tion for excluded volume. Thus, the corrections described in this 
Appendix apply only to the totally adsorbed ligand (S^"[0,x,0| ). Although 
the mathematics are simplified greatly by considering this two-dimen-
sional case, physically the excluded volume problem is a more serious 
one in two dimensions. 
The first correction necessary is the elimination of immediate rever-
sals of the ligand. For example, when the product 
w..w.. (B.l) 
appears in any term in v(x) (equation III. 16), a correction must be applied 
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since some of the ligand configurations which go from a class i site to 
a class j site and back to a class i site will produce an immediate rever-
sal. A second-order correction eliminates the triangles formed when 
products such as 
w..w., w, . (B. 2 ) 
U jk ki 
appear in v(x) , while the third-order correction eliminates diamonds2 
w..w.,w, .w.. (B.3) 
U Jk kj JL 
Such corrections could be extended to any order, the nth-order correc-
tion eliminating those configurations which form an (n+l)-sided polygon 
on the lattice with no prior reversals or intersections. This approach 
resembles calculations by other workers of the number of polygonal 
closures of n steps on a variety of lattices, using both exact enumera-
tion (Fisher and Sykes, 1959) and statistical, or Monte Carlo methods 
(reviewed by Gans, 1965). 
An outline of the method used for the first-order corrections now 
will be described, followed by a discussion of some of the results. 
The necessary corrections may be accomplished most simply if, after 
(k) 
the kth segment of the ligand has been placed, a correction matrix C 
is subtracted before the configurations of the (k+l)th segment are gener-
XThe necessary correction must be more precise than the average imme-
diate reversal correction factor given by equation III. 19, which depends 
on j alone. 
2The immediate reversals produced by w-kwk- in equation B.3 already 
are eliminated in the first-order correction. 
3Limitations on available computer facilities have prevented an exten-
sion of the calculations to include higher-order corrections. 
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ated, so that 
"cM«a
(1>(jC( W" - c<3>) w - c<4>) w - c&) w 





where the subscript C indicates that v(x) has been corrected for imme-
diate reversals. A computer program has been developed which gener-
ates the correction matrices CA . The elements of G/ , c.., , repre-
sent the number of configurations excluded by immediate reversals due 
to the placement of the kth segment when the first segment of the ligand 
is on a class i site and the kth segment is on a class j site. For exam-
ple, if the first segment of the ligand is on a class i site, the third 
segment can produce an immediate reversal only by returning to a class 
i site, and there are z. such excluded configurations for a given site. 
Hence 
(3). 
5 0 0 0 
0 6 0 0 
0 0 6 0 (B.5) 
As a further example, if the first segment of the ligand is on a class i 
site and immediate reversals for segments one through three already 
have been eliminated, the number of immediate reversals produced by 
the placement of the fourth segment on a class j site is 
cf4) = w..(z.-l) (B.6) 
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Results and Discussion 
Wall et al. (1954, 1955), in their Monte Carlo studies of polymer 
configurations with corrections for excluded volume, found that after 
several segments of a polymer had been placed on a lattice, the frac-
tion of the total number of configurations generated which, had no mul-
tiple-site occupancies decreased with the addition of polymer segments 
according to a simple exponential law 
*x=e-
Xx (B.7) 
where <(> represents this fraction for a polymer of x segments and X 
is the so-called attrition coefficient. Equation B. 7 was found to apply 
to a variety of two- and three-dimensional lattices, and values of X 
w ere determined from the slopes of log <j> vs. x graphs (Wall et al., 
1954, 1955). This exponential law is equivalent to the statement that 
the ratio v^(x) 
E= , n (B.8) 
vc(x-l) 
tends to a constant value as x approaches infinity (Fisher and Sykes, 
1959). This ratio is related to the attrition coefficient by 
u = e"X(z-l) (B.9) 
where z is the coordination number of the lattice. Hammersley and Mor-
ton (1954) have given a mathematical justification for the existence of such 
a limiting ratio. The values of u. for a hexa-coordinated lattice obtained 
by the Monte Carlo methods of Wall et al. (1955) and the exact enumera-
tion procedure of Fisher and Sykes (1959) are compared with the corres-
ponding results obtained using the excluded volume corrections described 
in this Appendix in Table IV. In the latter calculations, u. was found to 
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reach the constant value in the Table after only a few segments of the 
ligand were placed on the lattice. Even though the excluded volume 
calculations discussed in this Appendix only eliminate immediate rever-
sals, it is clear that a serious overestimate of the number of allowed 
configurations is not obtained for a short ligand. Thus, the first-order 
correction for excluded volume, the elimination of immediate reversals, 
must be the most important one. The values of n- presented here for the 
exact treatment of immediate reversals described in this Appendix are 
almost identical to those obtained using the average immediate reversal 
correction factors given by equation III. 19, and each approaches the 
value 5.0 characteristic of a hexa-;coordinated lattice as n0 is increased. 
Furthermore, the values of ^ obtained by Wall et al. (1954, 1955) and 
Fisher and Sykes (1959) for a variety of lattices indicate that the dis-
crepancy between the first-order correction and the complete correc-
tion is even smaller in three dimensions than in two dimensions. There-
fore, the use of only an average immediate reversal correction factor to 
correct for excluded volume in the calculations of the present model is 
not a serious deficiency. 
Table IV 
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Values of H 
Exact Enumeration1 4.152 






^rom Fisher and Sykes (1959). 
2From Wall et al. (1955). 
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APPENDIX C 
FACTORIZATION OF qx(l,n0,T) IN HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS 
Equation III. 36 for t(S) may be simplified considerably in homo-
geneous systems in which the Boltzmann factors are identical for all 
vector and matrix elements. If the immediate reversal correction 
factors for all sites are assumed to be those characteristic of the 
zx sites, then 
W_,(iA .W_.tt) 
a = a 
_s — 
f aV' = a**' (Cl) 
for adsorbed and desorbed first segments 
W = Wf W , = W (C.2) 
— s — —d — 
for subsequent segments which require no immediate reversal correc-
tion factors 
W s = Wfg s W d = W g d (C.3) 
for the remaining segments which require these factors, where gg and 
g , are the immediate reversal correction factors for adsorbed and 
desorbed segments, respectively, given by equations III. 19 and III. 23 
ith zi=6. Thus, t(S) assumes the form1 
r, IA )i TT /.-2«SP^S0^p-2U,d 
X g^g^^^do'O + a-6d0.o)gd
2gd0,Ho(d0»)) (C4) 
wi 
i -1 / 
t(S) = a(1)WX"Xe (6do0 + (l-6d()0) gf g^H„(d0j *x{ll
Z&f* gdP"2 H(dp)j 
1Rigorously, equation C.4 cannot be used for ail S. For example, when 
d0=l, no immediate reversal correction factor should be used, rather 
than gd as implied by that equation. For the calculations in this 
Appendix, however, this discrepancy is not of sufficient magnitude to 
warrant the more exact treatment used in the calculations described 




q ^ W T ) = a(1)WX_1e ̂  X} u0(d0) ^ ^v(sp) u(dp)J v(Si) u0(d„') 
U , ( d J = 6do0
 + <1-6d,0)8d28d,H»(d«) < C- 6 ) 
v(sp) = g;2gsPf
SP (C7) 
u(dp) = gdP"2H(dP) <
C-8> 
^o(do') = 6do,0 + (l-5do,0)g-
2gd°'H0(do') (C.9) 
Thus, qx(l,n0,T) can be written as a product of the horizontal and 
vertical contributions2 q TT and q 










= ih {5jUo{do) P5i l
v(sp)u(V) v(si}Uo(<v) (c-12) 
With the partition function so simplified, the present model can be 
generalized to consider systems similar to those found in more typical 
models of polymer-surface interactions (Siiberberg, 1962; Roe, 1965a, 
1965b). In particular, the vertical partition function can be evaluated 
for infinite or very long chains, so that some of the limiting proper-
xThe immediate reversal correction factors are written as indicated in 
equations C.4 to C.9 to facilitate the calculation of average properties 
(e.g. equations C.49 and C.73 to C.74 ). 
2For convenience, the immediate reversal correction factors are 
included in the vertical contribution to the partition function, q 
x,V 
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ties of the model can be considered. 
Horizontal Partition Function 
Through a study of the horizontal partition function, one may eval-
uate the effects of the irregularities in the triangular lattice (z2 sites) 
on the number of configurations available to the ligand. A useful 
reference model is the Flory-Huggins theory of polymer configurations 
on a liquid lattice (Flory, 1953), according to which the number of ways 
of placing a chain of x segments on a uniform triangular lattice of n0 
sites is 
v (x) = n0zx (C. 13 ) 
where the subscript F denotes the Flory model.2 Ti 12 randomly dis-
tributed z2 sites are included among the n0 sites of the Flory lattice, 
equation C. 13 becomes 
vF (x) = n0(zlP + z2(l-p)J
 X" (C.14) 
where p is the fraction of zj sites on the lattice 
p = n° " 12 (C.15) 
n0 
TableV includes a comparison of v(x) (=q TT), v_(x) , and v (x) 
r ' x, H F r, p 
for fixed values of x and n0 . Y,-,(x) is larger than both v(x) and v (x), 
~ F -f > P 
since it is increased by a factor of zA=6 with the placement of each seg-
x-2 
xThe original form of equation C. 13 is n0zi(z1-l) " to correct for 
immediate reversals. However, since the immediate reversal correc-
tion factors in the present model have been included in the vertical 
partition function, the original Flory equation has been written with-
out such a correction. 
2Equation C. 13 strictly is suitable only for very large lattices on which 
edge effects can be neglected. 
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Table V 
Effect of z2 Sites on Ligand Configurations 
no p x v(x) vF(x)
 VF,p^X' 
92 0.869 5 l.lOxlO5 1. 19 x 105 1.09xl05 
10 7.80xl08 9.27x108 7.61 x 108 
20 3.90 xlO 1 6 5.61 xlO 1 6 3.69 x 1016 
30 1.95xl024 3.39 xlO 2 4 1.75xl024 
162 0.926 5 2.01 x 105 2. 10 x 105 2.00 x 105 
10 1.48xl09 1.63 x 109 1.46 x 10^ 
20 8.09 xlO 1 6 9.87xl016 7.79xl016 
30 4.41 xlO 2 4 5.70xl024 4. 16 x 1024 
252 0.952 5 3. 18 x 105 3.27xl05 3. 16 x 105 
10 2.39 x 109 2.54xl09 2.36xl09 
20 1.35xl017 1.54X101] 1.32xl017 
30 7.67xl024 9.28xl024 7.37xl024 
362 0.967 5 4.60x10 4.69 x 105 4. 59 x 105 
10 3.50xl09 3.65xl09 3.47xl09 
20 2.02xl017 2.21 xlO 1 7 1.99 x 1017 
30 1.17xl025 1.33 xlO 2 5 1.14xl025 
ment. The randomly placed z2 sites on the modified Flory lattice 
reduce the rate of increase of v^ (x) to 5+p, while the lattice of the 
•c.P 
present model represents an intermediate case, since v(x) is increased 
C 
by a factor of zx=6 (= .2 w.. for i= 2, 3,. . . . C) for the placement of all 
segments except those which follow a z2 site and therefore contribute 
w12 to the terms of v(x). The differences between v(x), v (x), and 
F 
v (x) are magnified as x increases due to the exponential dependence 
F,p 
of these quantities on the coordination number of the lattice. As n0 in-
creases and p approaches unity, the presence of the z2 sites is less evi-
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dent and a decrease in the difference between these three quantities is 
seen. 
Vertical Partition Function 
Three methods of evaluating the vertical partition function will be 
discussed in.this section. Although the first two apply only to infinite 
or very long chains, the approximations which may be introduced in 
these limiting cases result in closed expressions for q . The first 
x,V 
is the method of sequence-generating functions (Lifson, 1964), which 
utilizes the assumption that the special properties of the ends of the 
ligand may be neglected for infinite chains (i.e. all desorbed segments 
may be treated as loops). The second, the method of steepest descents 
(Darwin and Fowler, 1922; Schrodinger, 1964), can be used to evaluate 
q „ for x large but finite, when the effects of the chain ends cannot be 
x,V 
neglected. The third method is applicable only to ligands with fewer 
than about 30 segments, for which an exact evaluation of q is possi-
x, V 
ble using the convolution procedure described in Chapter III (equations 
III. 42 to III. 45). By performing calculations with this exact method, 
the effects of the approximations used in the other procedures can be 
evaluated. 
In all three methods, one begins by forming the generating function 
f ° r qx,V 
r<«=x?lVv^ 
[—] 
2 J 1-1 
0 0 x / \ 
= x5l& i?l {1} Uo(do) p=! (
v(sp> u(dPy
 v(si) <K>(<V) (C.16) 
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Rearranging the summation indices (cf. equations III. 43 to III. 44) 
oo oo J ** " •*• / CO Q ©O A \ 
*© dn1 
X.^i v< 8i)t 8 i d o^ 0
U o ( d° , ) t ( C - 1 7 ) 
The method of sequence-generating functions and the steepest descents 
procedure also utilize the generating functions 
V(0 = ,=.^(8 )t8P = ZL,g;2gs
PfSp4SP (C18) 
P P 
U(t) = dS=1u(dp)^P = dS lgV
2H(dp)&
dP (C.19) 
00 -2 dn„ „ ,„d0 1 + dS l gd gd
 Ho(do)r  (C20) 
so that equation C.17 may be written as 
'-A \ 
r(t) = ̂  u,«) p5i(
v^) u(0) v(« u° (0 
ofa) v(t) (C.21) 
" I - v(« u(0 
Closed expressions for equations C. 18 to C. 20 are necessary for 
the two methods which use these generating functions. Thus, for V(£,) 
V(C) = s|lg-s
2g^PfSp iSp = g"s
2 y^ (C. 22) 
r 
Using the generating function for H(d)1 
S nH(d)^
d-1 =-^-r-( 1 - X. - Nr(l-2X-3X2)) (C.23) 
d-i=o zkz \, / 
U(£) assumes the form 
lThis expression was brought to the author's attention by Dr. John 
Riordan, who also provided valuable assistance in the derivation of 




dP = ^ ?1=o
H(dP) fedO^"
1 
- 1 - gdi; - V(l-2gHt,-3gd^) (C.24) 
3 
2gd*> 
A generating function for Ho(d0) is required to write a closed expression 
for U0(C). Beginning with equation III. 35 
H0(do) =%
l (do^ll =
 d|" ' (d,-l)l U 
-° [i], [iii], (do.M)! -° (do-i-i)'.i'. [A],[iii]. 
^ 2 * * (C.25) 
or, if the common notation for binomial coefficients is introduced 
Ho(d„) = .f0 (V)^ (C26) 
where 
h. = . " . (C.27) 
1 [i]'.[-f]'. 
The terms of equation C. 26 may be grouped into even and odd parts 
H0(d0) = H0
e(d0) + Ho°(d0) 
= S (d°_1)h + 2 -(o?"!)h,. , (C.28) 
i=0 v 2i ; 2i i=0 v2i+l; 2i+l ' 
where the superscripts e and o denote even and odd, respectively. 
Splitting the binomial coefficients 
Ho(d»)= Jo ((d2;2) + (tl)) h2i + i?0 (<2°;i) + (d2"))h2i 







*It is possible to substitute HQ (do-1) and Ho (d0-l) into the final line of 
equation C. 29 since a binomial coefficient ,a. is zero by convention 
b 
when b is a negative integer (Moran, 1968). 
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The index of the first summation in equation C. 29 may be changed 









With the substitutions (C.30) 
V4.7 = 2Va.i (C31) 
2j+2 2j+l 
and 
ho- i =4^h_ = (2 - J-r)K- (C.32) 




(d0-D +H0°(d0-i) + 2 ifo (
d°;[)h2i+1 + lh (
d-2) (2-jij-Jh^ 
(C.33) 
where j has been replaced by i. Upon further simplification 
[•dp-2! 
H„(d„) = 3(H„e(d0-l)+H0°(d0-l)) - .fo (
d°2:
2) r|f 
= 3H0(d0-l) - .5o (
d-2) £ (C.34) 
The remaining summation is H(d0-1), since (equation III. 32) 
[—] [—] 
H(d) - s -i ^^ = s -i ^^ &± 
v ; i=0 i+1 il il (d-l-2i)i i=0 i+1 (2i)i (d-l-2i)l il il 
= lo (^TfT <c-35> 
Hence 
Ho(d0) = 3H0(d0-l) - H(d0-1) (C.36) 
or 
H„(d„) = 3d°-1 - %x3
d"-1-'1 H(i) (C.37) 
since H0(l)






* . S' S .3d«-1-lH(l)Xd«-1 
l-3\ i=0 d0-l=i
 V ' 
and 
= 2 M b M ( ^ ( 1 - 2 X ^ (C'38) 
U0(O = 1 + ^ g d ^ H o f d o ) ^ 
- x , gH
2f^(l-2gHC-3gk
2) - (l-3gd0) (c>39) 
2(l-3gdO 
Method of Sequence-Generating Functions This method is based on 
the assumption that the Helmholtz free energy of a ligand, Fx , is linearly 
related to the number of segments, x , in the ligand. This assumption 
should be a good one in the limit as x approaches infinity, so that any 
special effects due to the ends of the ligand may be neglected. Fx will 
increase linearly withx if q ,r has the form 
x,V 
qxV = q? (C40) 
so that 
Fv = -kT lnq ,r = -xkT lnqi (C.41) 
x x,V 
The quantity qi may be called the residue partition function since it 
represents the contribution of one residue to q . 
Xf q has the form indicated in equation C.40 
x,V 
oo „ <*> „ v 
r(«=xfl%c,V^ = x?l<^ (C-42> 
This series converges only on the interval 
0^;<t>i = ql
1 (C.43) 
and is a positive, monotonically increasing function of t, on this interval. 
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Therefore, l/r(g is a positive, monotonically decreasing function of 
£ on the interval C.43, approaching zero when £=£i> and £,i is the smal-
lest positive root of the equation1 
l/r(0=0 (C.44) 
or 
1 - V(«U(0 = 0 (C.45) 
so that 
_ld n+-Sd 2ga x , / gd , . 4g; ^gl.lgd A 
^ gS»* gsf "^U)+l(^(gd+ gqf "gsf (g«f)
87 (c 46) 
With ^ so determined, q may be evaluated 
qxV = q? = ^"
x (c.47) 
Configurationai parameters for the ligand also may be calculated. 
Thus, the average fraction of segments adsorbed, 0 , is given by 
- 1 91n V _ gln^i ( 48) 
x ainf ainf v ' 
— 2 
and the average number of adsorbed stretches, i , is 
31nq __ ~. 
*~ln^~--X 81ng5*
 (C-49) 
From 0 and I , the average length of an adsorbed stretch, s , and the 
average length of a desorbed loop, d^may be determined 
X0 
s = — (C.50) 
I 
' a-^^1 (c.5i) 
1Uo(t) does not appear in equation C.45 since the effects of the chain ends 
have been neglected when q is written in the form C. 40. 
x,V 
2The quantity i/x is used for infinite chains and provides the most 
meaningful comparison with the results for shorter ligands. 
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The Method of Steepest Descents For x large but finite so that the 
special properties of the ends of the ligand cannot be neglected, q 
x,V 
may be evaluated by the method of steepest descents. According to 
Cauchy's residue theorem (Sokolnikoff and Redheffer, 1966) 
qx,v = 2^rfr^^(x+1)^ (c-52) 
where the integration is performed counterclockwise along any closed 
contour about the origin and within the circle of convergence of r(C)-
(equation C.43). F(£) is a monotonically increasing function of t, between 
zero and £1 on the real axis (as noted in the discussion of the method of 
sequence-generating functions), while t, is a monotonically decreas-
ing function of t, on that interval. Therefore, the integrand will exhibit 
one and only one minimum on the real, positive axis in the interval C. 43, 
at a point t,0 . The contour of integration is chosen to pass through £,0 in 
a direction giving a large decrease in the absolute value of the integrand 
(the path of steepest descents), so that the major contribution to the inte-
gral comes from the point £,= £,o and its neighborhood. 
To select the appropriate contour, equation C. 52 is rewritten as 
where 
*(&)=iln^ (C.54) 




1 (5), ,5 
+ — So" ;(C-;0) + (C.55) 
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where the superscript (j) represents the jth derivative with respect to 
L and the subscript o indicates evaluation at the point £0.
1 If a is the 
angle between the vector £,-£,0 and the real axis, the quantity t,-^ may 
be written in the form 
% - C0= re
10" (C.56) 
while the derivatives §?' can be expressed as 
*P = p.eiPJ (C.57) 
Hence J 
&>(r\ - as l 2 2ia iP2 1 3 3ia ife 1 4 4ia i(34 
* IW - $o + ̂ r P2 r e e * + — p3 r e e
 r3 + — p4 r e e 
1 5 5ia iPs , . 
+ — p 5 r e e
 K5 + (C.58) 
$(£) can be split into real and imaginary parts 
*(0 = A(C) + iB(0 (C.59) 
where 
12 13 14 
A ( y = A 0 + — p2r cos((32+2a) +jrP3
r cos(p3+3a) + — p 4 r cos(P4+4a) 
1 5 
+ - p 5 r cos(P5+5a) + (C.60) 
o. 
12 13 14 
B(y= B 0 + Y T P 2
r sin(P2+2a) +jrP3
r sin(P3+3a) +^TP4r sin(p4+4a) 
1 5 
+ — p 5 r sin(p5+5a) + (C.61) 
From these equations, it is evident that by moving off the real axis in 
a direction such that cos(P2+2a) = -l , a large decrease in A(£,) , the real 
part of $(£) » will result.2 Therefore, the path for which cos (p2+2a) = -1 
is the path of steepest descents. Since £,0 is on the real axis, all deriv-
atives $o will be-real,c so that p2=p3 = P4=p5=. . . =0°. Therefore, aJ± 
JThe quantity $o Is zero by the definition of t,0 . 
2It is the real part of $(£) which determines the behavior of the absolute 
valu : of the integrand of equation C. 52 . 
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and a circle of radius £,0 may be chosen as the contour of integration. 
°n this path, in the vicinity of £0 
A(0 = A0 -
$ 
(2) 2 (4) 4 
$o 7r o r 
21 41 
.(3) 3 f5) 5 
$n 'r $J 'r B(0 = B0 - ^
(2) 2 .ft) 3 (4) 4 . (5) 5 
21 31 41 51 
so that 
•(0 = <h> - -
Hence1*2 




(2) 2 . (3) 3 (4) 4 . (5) 5 
x$p 7r ixg>p 'r , x|>0
 7r , ix(E>o r 
21 31 41 + 
w = V (—- ) r 
so that 
d£ s NT( ^ X ) e
i adw = i'vr(-7|r-) dw 
(2) 
equation C. 65 becomes 

















$0 w .. *(2> _ A *. «(2> *(2). 31 $p~' .r, $0 'x N 41 ®j , $3 jx 
(3) 3 $n w 
5 1 ^ ^ 3 / 2 " 2 l \ 3 t ^ ( ^ x 
(=V^) 
dw (C.68) 
xAnv number of terms of the Taylor's series could be used without 
changing the evaluation procedure. 
2Other maxima on this contour would be possible only if all exponents 
of L in !"(£) shared a common factor other than unity. 
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where terms up to w only have been included. The use of -oo to oo 
as integration limits introduces no significant error since the maximum 
contribution to the integrand is in the vicinity of £,0 . Grouping terms 
with like powers of x 
x$0 \ f 1 (3) f o 2 
•x.v - 2* ̂ -pr-) ( K *> - ̂  ^rrwt e"w dw 
("2"") 
^4) f 4 -w2 ($P))
2 T 6 -w2 
(7\ 7 w e dw - » ' j w e dw 
^rrl ^9(^2))L, 
L*o5) ( 5 -w2 
TTT-T rrr- w e dw J (C.69) 
The oddness of the second and fifth integrands causes these terms to 
5($ 
J2) 8<»<2>)2 24 
^ e 
2 T ^ . ^ l x(.i 2 ,) 2l 8 ^2) 
(C.70) 
and as a first approximation for large x 
x$ 0 i 7ir 
vffV^^ (c-71) 
It will be shown below that this first approximation is adequate for 
most purposes. 
Configurationai parameters may be obtained by differentiation of 
equation C. 71 (or C. 70, if more precision is required) 
8 In q 3 ln q fl 
§ = I JZ£LSL 2Z££
 d^ (c.72) 
x ainf x a Co 91nf 
7 - x,V _ x,V 9^,0 /r 7i\ 
i ~ ¥ T n ^ ~ - ^ T — a u T i ^ (c'73) 
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81nq 31nq 
A _ l x,V _ ̂  x,V dt,0 . . 
d°-I ainga2 "2 8 6o ainl^ 
Equations III. 50 and III. 51 may be used to evaluate s and d, respec-
tively. l 
Convolution Procedure The convolution procedure has beendiscussed 
in Chapter III and therefore needs no further description. One evaluates 
^ v by an actual determination of the coefficient of £,
X in the generating 
function C. 17, using the convolution formula III. 45. Configurationai 
parameters are obtained as described in equations III.46 to III. 51. 
Results and Discussion A comparison of the values for q (on a 
~~———— x̂,V 
per residue basis) obtained by the above three methods is presented in 
Table VI. The residue partition function decreases with increasing 
chain length, gradually approaching the value calculated for infinite 
chains by the method of sequence-generating functions. In the latter, 
the special properties of the free ends have been neglected entirely. 
Additional configurations are possible when free ends are included, 
causing an increase in the residue partition function. This increase 
is largest for shorter chains whose ends form a larger fraction of the 
total number of segments. The results obtained by the method of steep-
est descents are not changed markedly by the use of equation C. 70 
rather than C. 71, and the disparity between these two approximations 
is less for the longer ligands, as expected. The close agreement be-
xThe factor of one-half appears in equation C. 74 because there are two 
ends per ligand. 
Table VI 
Vertical Partition Function1 




























































1 Values listed represent — lnq r calculated by the methods indicated. 
x x,V 
2Calculated from equation C. 71. 
'Calculated from equation C. 70. 
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tween the results of the steepest descents procedure and the exact, 
convolution method (even for the shortest ligands for which the resi-
due partition function was calculated by both procedures) testifies to 
the validity of the approximations made in the former method. The 
agreement improves as e becomes more negative, since the absolute 
value of the integrand of equation C. 52 drops off more sharply upon 
moving away from the point £0. 
The configurationai parameter of most interest is 9 , the average 
fraction of ligand segments adsorbed, because its variation with the 
Boltzmann factor, f , is formally similar to the helix-coil transition 
in biopolymers (reviewed by Poland and Scheraga, 1970)1 and order-
disorder phenomena in general. Thus, a plot of 9 vs. ln£ exhibits a 
"transition, " as shown in Figure 40. 2 Curves are presented for both 
an infinite chain and a chain of 20 segments (calculated by the method 
of sequence-generating functions and the convolution procedure, res-
pectively). The ••.transition11 for the infinite chain is considerably 
sharper than that for the ligand of 20 segments, since states of inter-
mediate 9 are more important when the special properties of the ends 
are included.3 A similar dependence on the chain length has been found 
Llh the helix-coil transition, 9 corresponds to the average fraction of 
segments in the helical state. 
:In experimental and theoretical studies of helix-coil transitions, varia-
tions in energy correspond to changes in temperature or solvent. 
;A sharp cut-off in the 9 vs. lnf curve for infinite chains is observed at 
lnf-0.3, since real roots £i for equation C.45 are possible only when 











x = 20y 




Figure 40. The variation in 9, the average fraction of ligand segments 
adsorbed, with lnf, the logarithm of the Boltzmann factor, for the ligands 
x=oo( ) and x=20 ( ), calculated by the method of sequence-generating 
functions and the convolution procedure, respectively. The quantity lnf is 
directly proportional to the energy of the site-segment interaction. 
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both theoretically and experimentally for helix-coil transitions in bio-
polymers. In the latter, however, the transitions are in general much 
sharper than those observed here, because the formation of a helical 
region is a cooperative process.1 
For example, in the polynucleotides, favorable interactions between 
adjacent helical segments are possible for helical sequences which 
exceed one residue in length. 
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